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A ..methodis presented for analyzing the elastic-plastic be-
havior of frames which account for the reduction of plastic moment
capacity due to the presence of axial force. A computer program, based
on the one originally developed by Wang and modified by Harrison, is
presented. While the original program could produce the elastic-plastic
load-deflection curve for a frame, it could not account for the grad-
ua11y decreasing bending capacity of the frame members which resulted
from the increasing axial force present in them. The reported program'
has been modified to include this effect.
An explanation of the basic method used by the original pro-
gram is presented. Following a discussion on the interaction of axial
force with moment capacity, the new method is presented and the re~
quired modifications to the original computer program are described.
Explanation of input data and sample runs have been included.
Some possibilities for design use of the p:oogram are pre-
sented and discussed in detail.
-.
Problems and limitations encountered in the use of the pro-
"\
gram are discussed and several suggested solutions to these difficulties
are outlined.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When a structural steel section is subjected tQ some axial force
P, its full plastic moment, M , is reduced to some lesser value which isp
between P and M can be determined analytically for most cross-sections.l,2pc
Consequently, if P has some known value and if the relationship between·
I
I
called the reduced plastic moment and is denoted by Mpc The relation
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the loads applied to the member and the moments induced in it is known,
then the load required to form a plastic hinge at some point in the
member can also be determined. (When the moment in a member reaches Mp
(of no axial force is present) or Mpc' a plastic hinge is said to have
formed. Rotation can occur with no change in moment.)
However, if this member is a part of some frame its axial force
will usually be some complex function of the loads on~the structure, The
problem of finding the frame load required to form/; plastic hinge at a
particular location therefore becomes much more involved. A direct
solution to this problem is difficult and a trial-and-error procedure
becomes the logical approach in the analysis.
A method is presented in this report for determining the load-
deflection history of a frame, accounting for this axial force effect.
For the purpose of explanation and illustration the simple one-
bay, one-story frame shown in Fig.la will be considered. This frame is
used to approximate the behavior of the bottom story of the six-story
frame in Fig. lb.
I
I
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Each column top load of 5W corresponds to one-half of the gravity
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loading on the upper stories of the larger frame. The lateral load used
will be some percentage of the total gravity load. Designation of a par-
ticular percentage fully defines the relative proportions of the lateral
and gravity loads.
The analysis reported is based upon a method for performing a
first-order, elastic-plastic analysis of a general plane frame which
ignores the effect of axial load. The method was originally developed by
3C. K. Wang of the Universi~y of Wisconsin and later .modified by H. B~
Harrison4 at Lehigh University. The approaches to the elastic-plastic
analysis developed by Wang and Harrison ~elied heqvily on the use of a
computer as does the approach presented here. However, an understanding
of the mechanics of the computer program used here is not necessarily a
pre-requisite to an understanding of the method. The report is organized
with this purpose in mind. In the second chapter the theory of the
simple-plastic computer analysis as Wang and Harrison developed it is
presented. The chapter also explains the interaction between axial
force on a member and its moment capacity. Chapter 3 deals with the
effect that axial. force has on the analysis of a frame.
The computer program used in the analysis is presented in chapter
four. Examples of input data and output results are discussed and some
of the major difficulties encountered are mentioned. The fifth chapter
contains an analysis of the example frame mentioned above. Much of the
data obtained from the computer program is explained and discussed.
It is hoped that this explanation along with the accompanying
examples will enable one who is unfamiliar with computer methods to make
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intelligent use of the' program. Also, for the benefit of those who may
wish to attempt further modifications and for those who have some pro-
gramming background and desire more detailed information, a flow diagram
for tne main program is contained in Appendix A. A listing of each sub-
routine used in the Fortran program is contained ,in Appendix B.
I
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Harrison, provides the foundation for the method of analysis reported
I
I
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2.1 THE ELASTIC, SIMPLE-PLASTIC ANALYSIS
The elastic simple-plastic analysis, as developed by Wang and
I
I
I
I
I
here. A schematic load~deflection curve, typical of Harrison's solution
is shown in F~g. 2, where H is the lateral load and ~H is the sway de-
flection of the columll tops.
The method begins with an elastic analysis of the frame which
determines the slope of line CA. Point A represents the formation of the
. ;f, .
first plastic hinge in the frame and it is located as follows. At each
of ipossible plastic hinge locations in the frame, the moment corre-
sponding to a given load can be expressed as:
I M. = m. H~ ~ (1)
I
I
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I
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in which m. is the moment resulting from the application of a unit load
~
to the frame and H is the applied load. Ifaxial load is assumed to
have no effect, a plastic hinge will format a point when M. = M .'
~ p~
The location and load corresponding to the formation of the first
plastic hinge can be determined by substituting M . for M. in Eq. 1,
p~ ~
solving for H, and then selecting the lowest value.
The analysiscontiI).ues by inserting a real hinge in the frame
at the location of the plastic hinge (shown as (1) in Fig. 2) and
I
I
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perfor~ing another elastic analysis.
-6
In this way, new values of m. are
1
I
found, and the slope of the second segment is determined. A new version
of Eq. 1 can be written in order to locate point B which corresponds to
the formation of the second plastic hinge.
I
M.
1
(2)
real hinge there).
I
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Double subscripts have been introduced to the mrs to indicate
which point or location on the frame-they refer to (i) and which elastic
analysis they result from (lor 2). For values of load between H1 and
H2 (see Fig. 2), Eq. 2 computes the moment at each point. (Note that
mi2 = 0 for the first plastic hinge location due to the presence of a
As before, substituting M . for M., solving for H2 ,p1 1
and selecting the lowest value will locate point B on the plot.
The procedure of analyzing. a successive series of elastic
frames with real hinges at -the'p1astic hinge locations is continued until
a failure mechanism forms, as indicated by a horizontal line for some
appropriate load-deflection plot for the frame.
In general, the equations which govern the loads corresponding m
the various stages of hinge formation and the locations of these hinges
can be written in the_following form.
I 297.21 -7
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in which h is the number of the plastic hinge under investigation and a
is the number of possible hinge locations for the frame.
The values of H are known between Hl and ~-l inclusive by
previous calculations. Also, once HI' H2 , ... ~-l are found, their
values do not change as additional load is applied. Therefore, Eqs. 3
are a series of equations in one tmknown with each equation resulting
in some value for~. Comparison of these values determines the
location of the new hinge. A similar series must be examined for each
they are first determined, one pass up the load-deflection curve is
sufficient to evaluate the complete load-deflection history of the frame.
I
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new hinge. Because the values of HI' H2 . . ~-l do not change after
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In other words, once a pl~stic hinge forms at some point, it is not in-
fluenced by any additional load that may be placed on the frame at a
later time.
It should be noted that regardless of the magnitude of the
co~umn top loads in Fig. 2 they have no effect on the capacity of the
frame when it is analyzed in the above manner, since it is assumed that
the presence of axial load in a member has no effect on its moment
capacity. The validity of this assumption is investigated next.
2.2 THE EFFECT OF AXIAL FORCE ON MOMENT CAPACITY
If a member is subjected to some axial fokce P, its available
moment capacity M is reduced. This reduced value of M , defined asp p
M ,can be determined analytically, and for most sections, curvespc
and equations have been developed which relate P toMpc once Mp and
. 1 2
the yield load P are known .. ' For most wide-flange shapes bent abouty
I
I
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their major axis, such curves fall in a relatively narrow band, and
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simple expressions can be used to approximate them.
Figure 3 shows a non-dimens~onal plot of the moment versus axial
force relationship for strong-axis bending of wide-flange shapes. The
solid curves represent the upper and lower limits of the exact inter-
2
action relations for wide-flange shapes. The dotted straight lines
are the usual approximations for these curves as suggested in Ref. 1.
The approximate curves are expressed analytically by the following
equations:
I
I
M=Mpc P
M = 1.18 M (1 - P!P )pc P Y
(O~P<.lSP)
Y
(.15 P < P < P )
Y Y
(4)
(5)
I
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Note that Eq. 4 indicates there is no reduction of moment
capacity due to axial force i~ P is less than 0.15 P. The limits im-y
posed on the application of Eq. 4 therefore provide an upper bound to
the axial loads which may be present in a structure if an elastic simple-
plastic analysis of it is to be valid. If the axial loads reach some
value greater than 0.15 P Eq. S·must be used and various modifications
. . y
in the analysis are required. These modifications are the subject of
the next chapter.
I
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3. INCLUSION OF THE AXIAL fORCE
E F FE C T IN A F RAM E ANA L Y SIS
The effect of axial force can be included in the analysis by
-9
I
modifying the equations which govern the formation of plastic hinges in
the frame. Previously, ~11 plastic hinges had to sati~fy the requirements
I imposed by Eq. 3. If the effect of axial force is considered, theserequirements are applicable only to those plastic hinges which form under
The generalized forms of Eqs. 4 and 5 are
hinges must satisfy Eq. 5.
an axial force less than 0.15 P , as is shown by Eq. 4. All other plasticy
(7)for .15 P < P < P
y Y
h
-I} m. H. = M ; =M for o < P < .15 P (6 )1- 1 pc P Y
i=l
h
\ m.L 1
i=lI
I
I
I
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where n is the unit axial force in the member, b is the number of the
point on the load-deflec'tion curve which is currently being computed, and
h is the number of the plastic hinge the equation ispe-ing applied to.
Note that b is always greater than or equal to h. The reason for this
will be seen below. Equation 6 was presented and discussed in Chapter
I
I
2 (asEq. 3), but some additional explanation will be of value in under-
standing its function in the modified- analysis.
I
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I Let the line AB below represent the plastic moment capacity,Mp
I
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I
at some point in a structural member whose axial force never exceeds
0.15 P .
Y
t ·.M Jp
A C D B
I
As load is placed on the structure, a bending moment equal to the unit
moment m times the applied load will be induced at the point. The line
I segment AC is the moment present at the point (ml times Hl ) when the firstplastic hinge forms in the frame. (The first plastic hinge is assumed to
ments of load on the frame will result in similar additions to the
form somewhere other than at the point in question.) Additional incre-
bending moment at the point will finally· reach M and a plastic hingep
M
P
At this stage in the loading, Eq. 6 is satisfied as shown
below:
moment at the point, such as CD, which is equal to m2 timesH2 , ·If the
point in question is involved in the failure mechanism for the frame, the
will form.
I
I
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I
(8)
(AC + CD + DB - AB)
I
I
I
I
Axial force had no effect in the above case because it was less than the
critical value of 0.15 P .
Y
If the axial force at some point exceeds 0.15 P , the behaviory .
of the point through various stages of loading can be traced with the aid
of the diagram below.
I
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Ar C : D t
L"'---"'I--N-PC-'l-+-I~----+I----+I
As before, let the line AB represent M for the point. When the firstp
increment of load is applied to the frame, some moment and some axial
load will be induced at this location. Because the axial force P is
assumed to exceed 0.15 P , some reduction in M will take place. Wheny p
the first plastic hinge forms in the frame, conditions at this point
are represented by a reduction in capacity D8 due to axial force and
a bending moment at the point equal to AC. Of the remaining bending
capacity that portion which is usable (M 1)' is now CD rather than CB
. pc
as in the previous case. If the second plastic hinge forms at this
location, the next increment of load will cause the added moment CE and
reduction in capacity due to axial force ED to meet at point E thereby
satisfying Eq. 7 for this location in the fr~me. As more load is applied
to the frame, no additional moment will occur at this location because a
real hinge is inserted at the location of each plastic hinge for the
purpose of each subsequent elastic analysis. Hence all further unit
moments for this point will be zero. This is not the case for the unit
axial force at this location. In most cases, the unit axial force will
continue to have some value other than zero until the mechanism load is
reached. Unless the formation of a hinge at the point 'under discussion
resulted in the formation of a failure mechanism, additional frame loads
will be added to those already present. In order to reach this mechanism
load Eq. 7 shows that at the location in question, the additional axial,·
I 297.21 -12
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force resulting from this increase in frame loads causes M to decrease.pc
This in turn requires adjustment of segments AC and CE in order to
maintain equilibrium at the point.
In summary the analysis of a frame can bethought of as the
determination of a series of points on its load-deflection curve. Each
of these points represents the formation of one new plastic hinge. The
curve becomes horizontal and the analysis terminates when enough hinges
have formed to produce a failure mechanism. At each of the points on the
load-deflection curve, all the plastic hinges then formed must satisfy
either Eq. 6 or Eq. 7 depending on the value of axial force at each
point. Those for which Eq. 7 is applicable experience a weakening or
an inability to carry their previous moment due to an increase in axial
force as more load is applied to the frame. Hence, as each of the
plastic hinges form, a readjustment or a redistribution of moment must
take place in the frame to account for the weakening of the previous
hinges. This redistribution must be such that each hinge will satisfy
its pertinent equation. This redistribution can be accomplished in many
ways.
One method is to apply some internal moment to each plastic
hinge that is effected by axial force. This internal moment would be
equal in magnitude to the reduction in moment capacity at each point
due to the increase in axial force. Because the value of these internal
moments cannot be determined until the increment of load to form the
next plastic hinge is determined and because the increment of load
cannot be determined until the internal moments are known, the problem
is non-linear, and a trial-and-error procedure becomes the most logical
I
I
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approach for c?mputer analysis. This method has the disadvantage of
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introducing to the frame an additional degree of freedom for each in-
ternal moment applied to the frame. If a computer-matrix solution based
on the displacement method is used, the introduction of additional de-
grees of freedom to the frame will use up a noticeable percentage of the
available computer storage space and may severely limit the size of
frame which can be handled by a particular machine.
A second approach, and the one which is used by the present
analysis, is to make successive adjustments on the various increments
of load between the formation of plastic hinges until either Eq. 6 or
Eq. 7 is satisfied at each plastic hinge location. This procedure can
be exemplified by reference to Fig. 4. The upper curve in Fig. 4 is
a schematic of the elastic, simple-plastic load-deflection curve for
the frame shown where the effect of axial force on bending capacity is
hinges on the frame at points 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. For theI
neglected. Points A , B , C , and D represent the formation of plastic
000 0
I
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purpose of explaining the method of solution, it will be assumed that
the axial force does not alter the order of formation of the plastic
hinges from that of the elastic, simple-plkstic analysis. For the most
part this is a correct assumption for simple frames. However, in complex
frames involving a large number of hinges in the failure mechanism, it
may not always be true. The solution begins with an elastic analysis of
the original unaltered frame which produces unit moments and unit axial
loads for each of the possible hinge locations on the frame. Equation 7
',,--/
is applied to each of these points and a value of load required to form
a plastic hinge at each is determined. If axial force is found to be
less than 0.15 P , Eq. 6 is substituted for Eq. 7. In an actualy
I 297.21 -14
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analysis, the magnitude of P is checked against 0.15 P for the locationy
involved and the proper equation is applied at each hinge. For this
explanation, P will be assumed greater than 0.15 P for all members. They
smallest of these loads determines that the first plastic hinge forms at
point 1 on the frame and at a load corresponding to Al on the plot. The
axial force effect lowers A from AO toAl . A real hinge is then in-
serted at location 1 and a second elastic analysis is performed to deter-
mine the slope of the next segment. On the basis of Eq. 7, point Bl is
found and the second plastic hinge forms a~ location 2 on the frame.
The increase in load in moving from Al to Bl increases the axial force
at location 1 and thus reduces the moment capacity at that point. In
order to satisfy Eq. 7 at location 1, Pl must decrease to the value
represented by point A2 . Point B is computed again and the cycle is
repeated until Eq. 7 is satisfied at points A and B (Locations 1 and 2)
simultaneously. Once agreement is obtained for both points, point B
is recorded as a point on the actual load-deflection plot. Next, a
third elastic analysis on a frame with two real hinges is performed
and the process repeats. Successive hinges are introduced until a
mechanism is formed, ending the analysis.
Figure 5 is a schematic plot comparing the curves produced by
the elastic, simple-plastic analysis of Wang and Harrison (dashed) and
the analysis including the effect of axial force (solid). The general
trend is for axial force to decrease the slope of each segment on the
curve. Straight lines are not strictly correct for the lower curve
beyond the first segment. Each segment is a curve which starts at the
lower point, tangent to the elastic slope for the frame (the slope of
the corresponding segment of the upper curve) and gradually curves
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to reach the next higher point. The curves have been drawn straight
because the information which is necessary to produce the exact line is
not produced by the analysis presented in this report.
To write a successful c~mputer program for even the simplest
of problems it is necessary to institute some convenient and logical
system of identifying the quantities involved. Some of the systems
used by the program are shown in Fig. 6.
Figure 6a shows the method of identifying members in a frame.
Each point of load application is considered to be a joint in the frame
and as a result, a beam subjected to quarter point loading is broken
down into three members. (Intermediate supports in a continuous beam
would be treated in the same manner.) Each member is assigned a number
(circles on Fig. 6a) as is each member end (squares on Fig. 6a). The
even end number is equal to twice the member number and the odd end
number is taken as one less than the even number.
These member end numbers are used to identify the internal
forces acting on the member ends. The sign convention for these iriternal
forces (Fig. 6b) is moment positive counter-clockwise on the member end
and axial force positive in tension. The choice of a sign convention is
purely arbitrary and any consistent convention can be used. The
numbering of these end forces is exemplified in Fig. 6b. The member
numbering system is also used to identify which location the unit moments
and axial loads produced by each elastic analysis pertain to.'.The;se
297.21 -16
4. THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
INDEXING SYSTEMS4.1
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unit quantities are indexed in exactly the same manner as the member end
forces and the same sign convention is followed.
The second indexing system, shown in Fig. 6c, arises from the
need to identify deflections and loads. Each joint, unless it is
restrained, has three degrees of freedom; a horizontal and vertical de-
flection and a rotation. For each degree of freedom there is a cor-
responding load whose point of application and direction coincides with
the possible movement.
The step-wise nature of the analysis provides the need for a
third indexing system. Each of the initial elastic slopes on the load-
deflection plot is produced by an elastic analysis which also produces
the unit moments and axial forces mentioned previously as well as the
unit deflections. Each of these pieces of data must be associated with
a location on the frame and with the analysis which produced it. For
example, a unit moment is of no value unless it is known that it applied
to location number 2 and that it was produced by an analysis of the frame
Although loads will not usually be acting at all possible
locations on the frame at one time, the matrix methods used require
space to be reserved for all possibilities. Hence, the numbering system
for loads and deflections is the same. Figure 6c shows the deflections
and loading possibilities for the example frame. There are four vertical,
four horizontal, and four rotationai deflections possible as well as
their corresponding loads, and they are indicated in their positive
directions. The sequence of numbering is completely arbitrary although
listing all vertical, all horizontal, and all rotational quantities in
sequence lends ord~r to the output.
-17297.21I
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with plastic hinges formed at locations 4 and 7. Hence, two subscripts
will be necessary to completely identify unit axial loads, moments, and
deflections. The first subscript will be the number of the location
(2 for the above example) and the second would be a 3 if the analysis
of a frame with plastic hinges at locations 4 and 7 is the .third one
to be performed.
A fourth system of subscripts evolved partly because of the
trial-and-error system employed in the analysis and the resulting
necessity for the program to be able to refer to previous results, and
secondly because of a need for some mechanism to terminate the run if
convergence could not be obtained in a reasonable number of tries. The
procedure adopted in the program could be improved on to increase its
efficiency. However, the method used enjoys the advantage of simplicity
over other possibilities.
This fourth system introduces a second subscript to the incre-
ment of applied load H indicating which trial number it is a result of.
(The first subscript refers to the segment of the load-deflection curve
it pertains to.) For example, on the first try at satisfying Eq. 6 and/
or Eq. 7 at each of three plastic hinge 10cations,H(1,1)' H(2,1)' and
H(3,1) would be produced, while the second try would result in HC1 ,2)'
I
I
I
H(2,2)' and H(j,2)! arid
j." 1
I \. ,I, '
4 . 2 INPUT DATA
so on.
I
I
I
After labeling the various quantities in the manner described
in Section 4.1, the data required for ani'analysis can be. assembled.
where M is the number of member ends in the frame and N is the number of
internal forces in the frame.
For example (s,e Fig. 7) the upper left column top joint on the
frame of Fig. 6 produces 3 equations.
The statics matrix A which relates the applied loads on the
frame to the internal member end forces follows Land ffl1 as input data.
The matrix is determined by knowing that for each degree of freedom in
the frame an equation of equilibrium can be written.
Next, in order that the program might construct internally
several of the arrays required by the analysis, two more fixed point
integers are input. They are the degrees of freedom L and the number of
members NM. (For the example frame Land NM would be 12 and 5 re-
spectively.) From NM two other quantities are found which are also used
internally for matrix operations:
-19
(9)
(10)
M=2xNM
N=3xNM
297.21
The program is designed to accommodate more than one analysis
with each run so at the start of each analysis an identifying frame
number JJ is read in. This number may be any fixed point Integer from
o to 99999. It is used as an identifying number which appears on the
f.irst Pfge of the output for each analysis. In addition, after the data
for the last frame to be analyzed, a negative frame number should be
included. This will serve as a trigger to terminate the run.
I
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L: F = 0
x
Ws
M2 + Ml P2-t l
L: F = 0
Y
Wl = Pl
+ M3 + M4
t 2
L:M = 0
W9 = M2 + M3
-20
(11)
(12)
(13)
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Writing equilibrium equations similar to Eqs. 11, 12, or 13 for each
degree of freedom in the frame an~ presenting the results in matrix form
results in the statics matrix of Table 1. The size of this matrix is
(L x N).
The development of the statics matrix for a non-rectangular
frame such as a gable frame is more involved, but the same techniques
apply.
A list of section properties for each member in the frame follows
the statics matrix. The four variables required are indicated and defined
below:
I
I
SDAT = EI/t
PM = M
P
EAOL = EA/ t
(14 )
I
I
I
PY = P
Y
where E = modulus of elasticity; I = moment of inertia, A = cross-sectional
area, and t = member length.
I
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A load set number, KK, is next in the input data. It is
treated in much the same manner as was the frame number JJabove. KK
is used to identify a particular load set on the output and if it is
negative, the program assumes there are no additional load sets to be
applied to the current frame and goes to the beginning to see if there
is another frame to be analyzed. As mentioned previously, should it
encounter a negative frame number there, it will exit from the program.
Following KK is a column matrix (Lx 1) of the applied loads. The load
matrix (PL) for the example frame subjected to gravity loads at the
quarter points' of the beam and a horizontal force .to the.right (equal
in the magnitude to the gravity loads) applied at the left column top
appears in Table 2. Note that all possible applied forces must appear in
the array even if they have no value for the given loading case.
For a particular frame, any number of load sets may be applied
during a single run with a negative KK as the final card in the deck of
load sets. A sample deck setup for the analysis of two frames with two
sets of applied loads each is shown in Table 3.
Experience with the Lehigh GE225 computer has indicated that a
card with "END" appearing in the first 3 columns should be the last card
in the data deck. With the large number of data cards required for
each analysis, it is qui'te conceivable that one may be lost causing the
machine to read into the next analysis or even the next program in its
attempt to obtain the required amount of data. Encountering any card
with alphaneumeric characters on it will halt the analysis.
4.4 PROBLEMS
4.3 PROGRAM OUTPUT
In the preparation of the data for an analysis, care should be
taken to use consistent units throughout. All of the numerical examples
in this report are based on kips and inches.
4.4.1 Storage Space
The program storage requirements severely limit the size of
frame which can be accommodated on all but the largest machines. Several
alternative solutions to this limitation are available.
-22
One way to eliminate wasted storage is to utilize common storage.
Ordinarily if each of two subroutines use a variable of the same name,
it is considered by the machine to be two separate and discrete quantities
in each of the subroutines. If it is desired to transfer the value of
The simplest and perhaps most obvious move would be to use a
larger capacity machine. However, this is not always possible or desir-
able. It seems that regardless of the available machine capacity, there
will always be frames of interest which exceed this capacity. Hence,
several things have been done to the program to economize on the available
capacity within a particular machine.
Copies of the program and some example outputs are contained in
their entirety in Band C. Most questions concerning specific diffi-
culties can be resolved by referring to this area. However, some gen-
eral explanation is in order and this can be found in Table 4.
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Hence, one location is all that is necessary to store one
variable. The program contained in this report uses nine subroutines
and a main program. The use of common statements reduces its data
storage requirements to one-tenth of that required previously.
this variable from one subroutine to the other, it must be listed in
the subroutine call statement as an argument. As a result, altho~gh
both subroutines are using the same variable, two storage locations are
required in the machine memory. If this variable is an array of 100
points, 200 locations would then be required. By listing the variable
in identical common statements at the beginning of each subroutine,
each subroutine will store the value or values of the variable in the
same or common storage locations so they will be freely available to
each.
Additional economy may be obtained through the use of magnetic
tapes. With most installations, it is possible to store segments of a
program on tape until they are called for by other segments of the
program. It is also possible to store data on tapes for future use.
Although, conceptually it is possible to use both of these mechanisms
simultaneously to reduce storage requirements, most machines lack the
necessary hardware to accommodate the large number of tapes required
and only one can usually be used. The reported program uses tapes for
data storage. On the GE225 computer, three tapes are needed to accomplish
this, which, combined with the systems tape which controls the program
execution, equals the total tape capacity of the machine.
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4.4.2 Change in the Order of Formation of Plastic Hinges
As was mentioned in Chapter 3, during the trial-and-error
procedure to satisfy either Eq. 6 or 7 at each plastic hinge location
on the frame, successive adjustments are made in each of the legs of
the load-deflection curve. If, for example, three plastic hinges are
present in the frame, the first to form and the lowest on the load-
deflection curve· is in the beam (a member insensitive to axial load)1
the second is in the column (a member sensitive to axial load) and if
the point which is being investigated for being the third and next
hinge to form is a location with a large amount of remaining moment
capacity, the following is likely to occur. With each trial, the
location of the first point on the plot will not vary noticeably because
of its comparative insensitivity to axial load. The second point on the
Of the methods used to fit a particular size frame into the
storage available within a given machine, the above mentioned ones are
concerned primarily with making more efficient use of a machine through
modifications to the program and its use of machine hardware. However,
it is possible in some cases to decrease the size of the data arrays
which must be stored. If some beforehand knowledge can be obtained,
either through hand calculations, another program, intuition, etc., of
the location of the plastic hinges in the failure mechanism, the loads on
members which are not directly involved in the mechanism can be replaced
with fixed end moments and shears. This, by eliminating some degrees
of freedom, will reduce the size of all the arrays involved and may
mean the difference between running a problem and not running it on a
particular machine.
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One of the major difficulties involved in this procedure is how
to identify a given frame with hinges at various locations and how to
plot will how~ver be lowered due to the increasing axial load at its
location resulting from the third increment of load. It is conceivable
that the length of the second segment could be reduced to zero or a
negative value. Zero indicates that plastic hinge Nos. 1 and 2 now
form at identical loads. A negative value for the second segment in-
diFates that now the plastic hinge that previously formed second will
form first. In other words, there has been a change in the order of
formation of the hinges. This, however, does not imply that if the
frame were to be tested the plastic hinges would form in this new order
but rather that the equation governing the second hinge now is satisfied
at a lower load than that which satisfies the equation governing the
first hinge.
The solution to this difficulty can be shown with the aid of
Fig. 8. At the point where this change in hinge order occurred, frames
A, B, and Chad been analyzed. Traveling up the load-deflection curve
entailed utilizing the unit moments and axial loads, etc. from these
elastic analyses of the frames to satisfy the governing equations at
each plastic hinge. (Eqs. 6 and 7) Now, with the negative second
segment and with the resulting new order of formation for the hinges, a
new frame must be analyzed (Frame E in Fig. 8). After this frame is
analyzed the regular analysis can proceed using the unit values of frames
A, E, and C in the usual fashion. If by chance the second segment had
become exactly zero, analyses of frames A and C would be sufficient and
no new frame analysis would be required.
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This array indicates that the first frame analyzed contained no plastic
hinges, the second contained one at location 4, and so on.
An element by element search of this matrix would determine
whether or not a given frame had been analyzed and, if it had been,
which one it was (first, second, third, or fourth analysis). Knowing
the number of the frame in which certain plastic hinges were present
would allow the program to locate the unit axial forces, unit moments, and
unit deflections pertaining to that frame. In summary, once a change
in hinge formation occurs, reference to the above matrix would deter-
mine if the new required frame (Frame E in Fig. 8) had been solved.
If not, it would be analyzed and that fact would be recorded in the
record whether or not it has been previously analyzed. This may seem
to be a trivial problem until one considers that for the example frame,
with an assumption that four hinges would be required in most failure
mechanisms, the computer could be called on to analyze any of more than
50 different frames. In view of the storage problems mentioned above,
numbering all 50 would use an excessive number of machine storage
locations. The solution to this problem would be based on the creation
of a column matrix whose number of columns equals the number of hinges
in the failure mechanism (more if the exact number is unknown). Each
row would record the analysis of one frame. If hinges formed at
locations 4,7, and 11 (in order), the first four rows would be as
shown be low:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
11
o
o
7
7
o
4
4
4
I
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matrix. If it had been previously analyzed and recorded the analysis
could continue immediately using the previously computed information.
From the standpoint of storage, note that this matrix would require
approximately twenty~four locations to record all pertinent data as
compared to fifty or ,more locations if all possible frames which could
be analyzed were simply numered. The occurrence of the hinge reversal
phenominon increases ~a~fdly as larger frames are encountered, and it
is in this area that the ease of identifying frames with this matrix
becomes most apparent. For ·frames only slightly larger th~n the example
frame, the matrix can be expected to require less than one-quarter as
many storage locations as there are possible frames to be analyzed.
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5.1 BOUNDS ON POSSIBLE FRAMES
If the only limitation imposed on the construction of a frame
is that its geometry must coincide with that of the examp~e frame, an
almost unlimited number of such frames could be constructed from the
various rolled steel wide~f1ange shapes avai1ab1e. 5 However, many of
these possible frames would behave in a similar fashion when subjected
to the same loading. Therefore, if some bounding cases could be
analyzed, nearly all behavior possibilities could be predicted with a
minimum of effort.
Much of a computer program's value lies in its ability to
perform a large number of computations in a short period of time. The
program contained in this report produces a complete load-deflection
history of the example frame under some prescribed loading in approxi-
mately five minutes on the GE225 machine. Therefore, with only a
minimum of effort on the part of the operator, curves can be developed
which, for a given frame, will completely predict the behavior of the
frame throughout its range of loading possibilities. The development
of such curves for the example frame is the subject of this chapter.
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5. RES U L T SAN D DES I G N C H ART S
FOR THE E X AMP L. E F R A ME
In order to picksuchbounding,~iises, it is'he1pfti1tou'se
parameters which indicate some'of the properties of.a given frame.
-28
some
The first of these is the ratio of the column stiffness to
I
I
I
I
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·6beam stiffness, G, as shown below
G =
-29
(15)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
where I = the moment of inertia of the column, t = length of the
c c
column, I b = moment of inertia of the beam, and t b = length of the
beam. The second parameter is the slenderness ratio, t/r where
x
r = the radius of gyration of a section about its major axis.
x
For most building fr~mes, Ref. 6 places the upper and lower
_.
limiting values of G at 3 •.0 and :0.5 respectively. For each of these
values of G, several combinations of t/r for the beam and column are
x
possible. Using some common values of t/r , Fig. 9 represents some
x
theoretical possibilities for each extreme of G.
In general, for most frames and in particular for the example
frame, many of the possible combinations of G, t/r for the column,
x
and t/r for the beam cannot be constructed with the rolled shapes
x
currently available. For instance, for the example frame with
t = 180", a G of 0.5 would require that
I
I
I
I
I
I
= 4 I
c
and if,
t Ir = 30
c x
c
and
(16)
(17)
(18)
I
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Then
r
= 6.0x
c
and
r = 14.4
xb
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(19)
(20)
I
I
I
The '!Plastid Section Modulus Table" of Ref. 5 shows that there are no
rolled sections with r R:: 14.4 whose moment of inertia equals approxi-
x
mately four times the moment of inertia of any section with r R:: 6.0.
. x
(The sections listed in the "Plastic Section Modulus Table" have been
rearranged and listed for convenience in Table 5 in order of their
I radius of gyration.) Similarly, several other combinations of t/rx
I
I
I
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and G are impossible to construct for the example frame and all such
cases are indicated by crosses in the appropriate boxes in Fig. 9.
Frames satisfying the conditions corresponding to each of the
remaining boxes in Fig. 9 can be constructed and two typical cases are
indicated by circles. The analysis of these two cases will provide the
bounds mentioned above on the behavior of the example frame.
5.2 RESULTS FOR EACH CASE
Figure 10 shows the two frames represented by the circles of
Fig. 9. The case of G = 0.5 will be referred to as the strong beam-
weak column case while for G = 3.0 the term strong column-weak beam
will be used. The sections indicated on the frames of Fig. 10 were
chosen by the procedure explained above (Eqs. 15 to 20).
As shown in Fig. 1 the example frame is assumed to be the bottom
story of a six-story frame which results in a 5:1 ratio between column
I
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top loads and beam gravity loads. The ratio of a point load on the beam
to the side load is given by~. For the six-story frame the side load
is given as a percentage of the total vertical load by 100/12 S.
Figures 11 and 12 are plots of horizontal load versus horizontal
deflection of the column tops for several loading conditions on each
frame. Each curve represents a different ratio of horizontal to
vertical loading as indicated by the values of S. The horizontal load,
as a percentage of the total vertical load, is also shown.
Each point shown on each curve corresponds to the formation of
a plastic hinge in the frame. The location and order of formation for
these hinges is shown on the small diagram of the frame at the end of
each curve. The numbers located next to each plastic hinge indicate:
the sequence of formation.
Note the preponderence of sway mechanisms for the strong
beam-weak column case and the corresponding presence of beam mechanisms
for the strong column-weak beam case. The relative strengths of the
beam and column obviously playa key role in the determination of the
type of failure mechanism.
In Fig. 11 the case of H.= 1% of the gravity load was not
produced by the program. This is because, by coincidence, the hinge
reversal phenomenon of Section 4.4 occurs for this particular ratio of
loads. This is evidenced by comparing the order of hinge formation\for
\
s = 4.16 and S = 16.7. By tntroducing slightly different values of S
than that corresponding to the 1% case, close approximation to the 1%
..
line could be obtained. However, this \-vas ..uot attempted for this figure.
I
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In Fig. 11 the analysis of the frame with ~ = 16.7 produced
some unusual results. The third and fourth segments of the load-
deflection plot for this case indicate an increase in frame stiffness
over that shown by the second segment. This would not normally be
expect,ed because the introduction of each successive plastic hinge to
the frame brings it closer to failure by removing one degree of
indeterminancy. As a result the stiffness of the frame will usually
be reduced with the formation of each new plastic hinge. However, in
this case, the results produced by the program are correct and they
can be explained with the aid of Fig. 13.
The four frames of Fig. 13 are the frames corresponding to
each of the four segments of the load-deflection plot of Fig. 11 for
~ = 16.7. Because a symmetrical frame subjected to symmetrical gravity
loading (W) will experience no sidesway, the unit deflection (&H) at the
column tops of such a frame is a function of horizontal load (H) only
as is shown py frames (A) and (C) of Fig. 13. For an unsymmetrical
f~ame, such as (B) or (D) of Fig. 13 symmetrical gravity load will cause
some sway. As a result, the unit column top defl~ction (& ) for such aH
frame will be a function of both lateral (H) and gravity (W) loads.
The frames analyzed to produce the lower curve of Fig. 11
(~ =16.7) alternate between the symmetrical and unsymmetrical cases
shown by Fig. 13. Hence, only the second and fourth segments of the
load-deflection curve are functions of both the gravity and lateral
loads.
If the relative contribution of W to 0H is much higher than
that of H as would be the case for the frame of Fig. 11 with H = 1/2% (W),.
Usually the stiffness of the structure decreases as the effect
of axial force increases. This can be seen by comparing the slopes of
corresponding segments on each of two load-deflection plots such as those
Note that for the cases of S = 2.08, 2.78, and 4.16 in Fig. 11,
none of the frames analyzed are symmetric after the first. Hence, the
above effect does not appear.
the value of the unit deflection 0H for the second analysis (frame B of
Fig. 13) would be greater than that for the first analysis (frame A of
Fig. 13). A flat slope would appear on the H - 6H plot. Following a
similar line of reasoning, it can be seen that the slope of the third
segment should increase from that of the second segment, which it does.
In summary, the axial force effect lowers the value of the
load required to form a particular mechanism in a frame and quite often
will cause the plastic hinges involved in that mechanism to form in a
different order. If the influence of the axial force is great enough,
a failure mechanism which is at least partly different from that pre-
dicted by simple plastic theory (neglecting the effect of axial force
on moment capacity) will result.
-33
This effect can also be seen in the lower three curves of Fig.
12. Her~, however, the e·ffect of symmetry explained above is combined
with ~n~the.r problem. The failure mechanism for the lower three
analyses is a beam mechanism and as a result, the plotting of H versus
6H is not too indicative of the behavior of the frames. For these
three cases, a plot of H versus vertical beam deflection would be more
appropriate.
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in Figs. 11 or 12. Again, note that straight lines are not strictly
correct as was explained at the end of Chapter 2. However, the fact that
the exact curves for each segment are curves which are concave downward
in itself indicates that axial force decreases frame stiffness.
5.3 DESIGN CHARTS
For any particular frame ~eometry, non-dimensional interaction
curves can be constructed which will allow rapid and easy design of the
frame under combined vertical and horizontal loading while at the
same time accounting for the effect of axial load. Figure 14 is an
example of such curves as developed for the example frame. The non-
dimensional plots were produced by analyzing the two bounding frames
of Fig. 10 under various combinations of loading throughout the range
of possible ratios. The-limiting cases for these loading combinations
or ratios are simply the case of no horizontal force (H = 0% of W)
which produces the simple beam mechanism load and secondly, the case
of no vertical force (~ = 0) which produces the simple sway mechanism
load. All other failure mechanisms will be produced by some combination
of loads between these two extremes.
For each of the analyses within the above range, curves similar
to those of Figs. 11 and 12 are produced. Picking the peak value of
load for each curve and plotting non-dimensionally one-half the vertical
load over P of one column against the horizontal load H over the simpley
sway mechanism load results in the curves of Fig. 14. The curves of
Fig. 14 indicate the interaction between three quantities: the lateral
load, the gravity load, and the section properties of the sections
curve in Fig. 14 can be picked.
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used. With this plot a knowledge of any two of these will allow the
determination of the third. If one of the two known quantities is
the frame section properties, the procedure is a direct one. Knowing
the section properties, G can be computed and consequently the proper
Either HIH or 6 ~ HIP can be
sway y
computed from the value of the known load, depending on which load is
known. Hence, the point on the plot which indicates the maximum load
the frame can sustain is defined by the fact that one of its coordinates
is known and it must lie on a given curve.
To design a frame if only the values of the loads are known,
it is necessary to pick a set of trial sections first. Knowing the
loads and picking some trial section allows the proper curve (value of
G) to be chosen and the coordinates of the point defined by the loads
to be determined. The relative locations of the point and the curve
indicate whether the trial frame has any reserve strength and if so,
how much. With a small number of trials, it is possible to pick
sections which will cause the point defined by the loads to fall very
near the limiting curve. The closer the point falls to the curve the
more efficient the frame will becurider the given loading .
•
The curves of Fig. 14 can also be used to predict the type of
failure mechanism and the order of formation of the plastic hinges in
each case. To do this it is only necessary to refer back to the load-
deflection plots which were used to produce the curves of Fig. 14.
I
I
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6. S~UMMARY
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A method for analyzing frames to determine their elastic-plastic
load-deflection behavior has been presented. The method accounts for
the weakening effect of axial force on the plastic moment capacity of the
members. Both the method of analysis and the computer program which
was developed to perform it are based on a method and a computer program
developed by Wang and Harrison which neglects this axial force effect.
The basic difference between the two methods lies in the fact that an
analysis which includes the effect of axial force is non-linear while
one which does not include it is linear. As a result of the non-
linearity involved, the method presented in this report uses a trial-
and-error procedure.
.'
.' ." ~
In order to use the reported program to analyze a frame, it
is necessary to systematize the various groups of input information
that are needed in the course of the analysis. The me thods and systems
used are explained in. Chapter 3 and exemplified in Fig. 6 and appendix
C. Typical program output is also given in Chapter 3 and an example
run is contained in appendix C.
The two basic problems encountered in the use of the program
have been discussed. They are: (1) Storage capacity, that is, how to
make efficient use of available machine capacity and how to modify a
given problem so that it requires less space in the computer.
(2) Change in the order of formation of plastic hinges during analysis.
I
I
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The solution to the first difficulty consists of program and
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input data modifications discussed in Chapter 4. The second problem,
that of hinge order reversal, arises from the trial-and-error procedure
employed by the program. A detailed explanation and solution have been
presented in Chapter 4.
The results of several. analyses and some possible uses for the
program in design have been presented. In particular, a method for
,
\
producing a series of curv~s for a given frame which show\: the inter-
action of frame gravity loads, lateral loads, and some parameters
indicating frame properties have been shown.
I
I
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I 7. NOMENCLATURE AND PROGRAM SYMBOLS
ABC
m.. AM
~J
n .. AN
~J
ASATl
ASAT
ASM
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Text
A
P
Program
A
AA
ATX
AX
B
BB
C
CAX
CC
Definition
Statics matrix.
Cross-sectional area.
The increased capacity of the point in question.
(The x-axis intersection for the straight line
approximation to the interaction formula)
Dummy variable used to read past unwanted sections
on tape.
Array of unit moments for each elastic frame
analyzed.
Array of unit axial loads for each elastic frame
analyzed.
Temporary storage array for one column of the
matrix ASAT.
Matrix A times matrix S times matrix A transposed.
Subroutine which adjusts the stiffness matrix to
account for the formation of the last plastic
hinge.
Array used in the computation of the plastic hinge
rotations.
Total axial load at some point due to all increments
of load on the frame.
Intermediate variable (no general definition).
The axial load at the point in question which results
from previous increments of load on the structure.
Intermediate variable (no general definition).
Cumulative axial load at a point.
The axial load at the point in question which results
from increments of load being applied to the
structure after a plastic hinge has formed at
the point.
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o
Moment of inertia.
Point being investigated for being the next hinge to
form.
Number of the location on the frame where the next
plastic hinge is known to have formed or is
currently assumed to be forming.
Cycle number in the trial and error procedure used to
find the next increment of load.
Intermediate variable (no general definition).
Subroutine which inputs new frame data.
A function of the unit axial load for this increment
at the point in question.
Horizontal load.
frame member.
The unit moment for the point in question for this
increment of load.
Ratio of column stiffness to beam stiffness.
Modulus of elasticity.
Matrix which stores the value of EA/L for each
Sway mechanism load.
Counter.
The moment induced at the point in question due to
previous increments of load being applied to
the structure.
Subroutine which computes the increment of load
required to form the next plastic hinge.
Array used in the computation of the plastic hinge
rotations.
Definition
ICYC
Moment at a point in the frame.
Reduced plastic moment capacity.
An array of the deflections in the frame at the
for~ation of a plastic hinge.
CXX Identical to ex.
DD
D
DATA
Program
CM
CPM
CX
M.
~
Mpc
DELTAP
DM
E
EAOL EAOL
m.. EE
~J
G
GG
H
H
sway
I
I
IA
IBZ
Text
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Text Program
h IH
II
INDEX
lORD
IPI
b IPT
ITI
IT2
IXZ
J
JJ JJ
K
KK KK
KZ
L L
t
LDSET
LOWEST
LPI
M,a M
MATRIX
MM
N N
NM NM
NPASS
NPH
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Definition
Number of the plastic hinge being investigated.
Switching parameter used in subroutine deltap.
Switching parameter which controls where the main
program goes after control leaves a subroutine.
Matrix which records the order of the plastic hinge
formation.
Counter.
Number of the point currently under investigation.
Tape number.
Tape number.
Index which controls the printing of intermediate
results in subroutine DELTAP.
Counter.
Frame number.
Counter.
Load set number.
One less than the number of the hinge currently
under investigation.
Degrees of freedom in the frame.
Length.
Subroutine which inputs the loads.
Subroutine which picks the next plastic hinge.
Frame degrees of freedom plus one.
Twice the number of members in a frame.
Subroutine which perfor~s an elastic ~nalysis of a
frame.
One less than twice the number of members in a frame.
Three times the number of members in a frame.
Number of frame members.
Switching parameter which causes the stiffness and
statics matrices to be printed at the beginning
of each new frame analysis.
The number of the location where the next plastic
hinge occurs.
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Text
M
P
P
Y
r
x
Program
OUTPUT
P
P~
PL
PM
POpy
PP
PT
py
~X
RM
RR
RZ
S
~T
SATl
SAX
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Definition
Subroutine which ·prints out a table of information
summarizing the conditions in the frame after
the formation of each pl~~tic hinge.
Increment of load.
Subroutine which computes and prints the internal
rotations und~rgone by each plastic hinge at
collapse load.
Matrix of the applied loads.
Matrix of the plastic moment capacities for all the
frame members.
Ratio of P to Pyat a point.
Final computed load required to form a plastic hinge
at some location.
Matrix which stores the value of the load to form
a plastic hinge at some location for each of
several tries.
Matrix of the yield loads for all frame members.
Axial load at a point due to loads applied to the
structure after a plastic hinge forms at the
point.
Induced moment at a point.
Axial load at a point due to one increment of load
applied after a plastic hinge appears at the
point.
Radius of gyration.
Moment induced at a point due to one increment of
load.
Stiffness matrix.
Matrix S times matrix A transposed.
Temporary storage array for one column of the
matrix SAT.
Axial load at a point due to loads applied to the
structure before a plastic hinge forms at the
point.
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Text Program
SB
SC
SDAT SDAT
SS
TEMP
UNDEFL
UX
w
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Definition
Intermediate variable (no general definition).
Intermediate variable (no general definition).
Matrix which stores the value of EI/L for each
frame member.
Axial load at a point due to one increment of load
applied before a plastic hinge appears at the
point.
Temporary variable name.
Subroutine which computes the unit deflection, moments,
and axial loads.
Array of UI;1.it deflections for each elastic frame
analyzed.
Vertical load.
The ratio of a beam point load to the side load.
(For the example frame).
Horizontal deflection.
Unit horizontal deflection.
-------------------
TABLE 1 STATICS MATRIX (A) FOR EXAMPLE FRAME N
'!:l
'-I
N
M1 M2 M3 M4 MS M6 ~ Ma Mg M10 P1 P2 P3 P4 Ps ~
W1 0 0 21t 21t 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
W2 0 0 -2/t -2/t. lit lit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
W3 0 0 0 0 -lit -lit 2/t 21t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
W4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -21t - 2/t 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Ws lit lit 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
W6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0
W7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 0
Wa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 lit lit 0 0 0 1 0
Wg 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
W10 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Wll 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
W12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0
W. w 4 WI w., 1h~ r -:1 J/'r5l
""'5
:? '1 5 tD 7 ~
2 ® 0 ® ~W'f """0 w,. WI~
Q) 0 ;.
,o~
Load Numbering and Member NumberingSigp Convention
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TABLE 2 . MATRIX, OF APPLIED LOADS (PL)
W1 0
W2 -1
W3 -1
W4 0
W
s
1
W6 0
!
W 07
W
s
0
W9 0
Wio 0
Wll 0
W12 0
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Analysis
of
First
Frame
Analysis
of
Second
Frame
TABLE 3· SEQUENCE' OF "INPUT DATA
,
INPUT ITEM(S) FORTRAN 'FORTRAN II
SYMBOL FORMAT
_.
Frame No. KK I 5
Degree of Freedom and
number of members L,NM 2 I 5
Statics Matrix A 7 F 10.4
.SDAT
-...
Section Properties PM 4 F 10.4
EAOL .,
PY
-
Ldad Set Number KK I 5
Load Load Matrix PL 7 F 10.4
/'
Applied Load Set Number KK I 5
to
First Load Matrix PL 7 F 10.4
Frame Load Set Number (negative) KK I 5
Frame No. KK I 5'
Degr!?e of, Freedom and L, NM 2 I 5
number of members
Statics Matrix A .7 F 10.4
SDAT
Section Properties PM 4,F 10.4
EAOL
PY
-
Load Set Number KK I 5
Load Load Matrix PL 7 F 10.4Applied
to Load Set Number KK I 5
Second Load Matrix PL 7 F 10.4
Frame
Load Set Number (negative) KK I 5
Frame No. (negative) JJ I 5
/
END CARD END
-45
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TABLE 4 PROGRAM OUTPUT SEQUENCE
I
I
I
I
I
ITEM
1. Frame Number
2. Statics Matrix
3. Member Stiffness
Matrix
4. Load Set Number
5. Load Set
COMMENT
Printed on the top of the first page
for identification purposes.
Listed for reference and checking (to
insure correct punching of input data.)
Created internally from section
properties. Listed for reference and
checking.
Listed for identification.
Listed for reference and checking.
I
The following four items are repeated in sequence until
the failure mechanism is formed.
, '
I
I
I
I
I
6. Unit Deflections
Unit Moments
Unit Axial Loads
7. Number and locat-
ion of plastic
hinge
8. Table
9. Deflections
Produced by each elastic analysis
of the frame.
Values of each load increment for each
trial, as well as the totals for each
trial are also output for examination
here.
The total moment, ~c' MP' axial load,
Py , and the ratio PiPy are listed
for each member end in the frame.
The value of the deflection for each
of the "V' degrees of freedom in the
frame is computed and listed.
I After the failure load is reached the following item isproduced..
I
10. Hinge Rotations The internal rotations undergone by
each plastic hinge are listed.
I
I
If additional load sets are to be run, the output begins
again with item 4. If no load sets remain, but additional
frames do, item 1 will appear next. If nothing remains to
be run, the machine will exit from the program.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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N
\0
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'TABLE 5 SECTION PROPERTIES LISTED BY RAD1US OF GYRATION N
~
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Fig. 6a Member Numbering Systems
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Fig. 7 Freebody of the Upper Left Column Top on the
Example Frame
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Fig. 8 Change in the Order of Formation of Plastic
Hinge
The quantity in parenthesis indicates the length
of the second segment on the load-deflection plot
for the frame.
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Fig. 10 Bounding Frames
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Fig. 13
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Effect of Frame Symmetry on Unit Horizontal
Deflection
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ISTART I CALL DELTAP
(FOR EACH PLASTIC HINGE, TWO PASSES
I CALL DATA I THROUGH DELTAP ARE MADE. THE FIRST
I (READ IN FRAME DATA) PASS COMPUTES THE LOAD REQUIRED TO
FORM A HINGE AT EACH OF THEIWAS DATA I END REMAINING POSSIBLE HINGE LOCATIONS ...
READ? NO IN THE FRAME. AFTER THE LOWEST OF
THESE LOADS HAS BEEN PICKED, THE
YES SECOND PASS REPRODUCES AND PRINTS
THE INTERMEDIATE RESULTS.)
I CALL LDSET t FOR THE NEXT HINGE(READ IN LOADS) I
NO WAS THERE DOES THE ORDER OF FORMATION OF THE
A SET OF LOADS YES I PLASTIC HINGES CHANGE?
READ IN? NO
YES NO
I FIRST PASS FOR THIS HINGE?
CALL MATRIX
(PERFORM AN ELASTIC - YES
ANALYSIS OF THE FRAME)
I CALL LOWEST
COLLAPSE CALL PHR (PICK THE HINGE WHICH WILL
MECHANISH (COMPUTE FORM NEXT IN THE FRAME.)
REACHED? YES PLASTIC
HINGE CALL OUTPUT
NO ROTATIONS) (PRINT A TABLE SUMMARIZING THE
t MOMENTS, AXIAL LOADS, AND THE
••
..
CALL UNDEFL DEFLECTIONS AT THE VARIOUS
(COMPUTE UNIT DEFLECTIONS, FRAME LOCATIONS.)
MOMENTS AND AXIAL LOADS)
I CALL ASM
COLLAPSE (ADJUST THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
MECHANISM TO ACCOUNT FOR THE FORMATION
REACHED? YES OF THE LAST PLASTIC HINGE.)
NO
I
0\
I-'
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COMMON A, S, SOAT. EAOL, 'PL. L'. tilH. H. N, HH. L J; K. NPA5S. KI<.
1JJ. 1M, 111, lT2. ABC, .LP1, IP1, TEMP. KZ, IXZ. IPT, IA. IeyC,
2IBZ,AA, '88, ee. DD,EE. :8, S8,D.,SC, 'C. GG, SAX, S~, RAX, AX,
3RR. RH~NPIol. ·CAX. 'POpy~\ CPM. iNDex, II
EQUIVALENCe IAtll~ ~S~Tll]~ iMil1]. [AI1661~ ANtlll, 15i295l, OMll
11 ]. [S (309 I, ATX[ 1 ]). I,S 1··11, :SAT [ 1 ]. 'U X[.11, Pyt 1] ), I5[ 15 1• PM III ]
2' [SI3911,PTlll]. lS149l, IORDllll, [SI'51l, 'PPlill, 1,5171l. Pllll,
31S[.3231, :CXXllIl, [Pl.ll), :CHllJ], ISDATlll,CXll]~ SAT1111, ASAUI
4111 .
DIMENSION AI15,211,SI21,:2ll,SOATt71, 'EAOLI7l, P1.1151, PM1141.
lPYI14I, ,CX1151, CM114l. $ATC2l,151, ASATl15,161, PPI14i,'uXC15,81,
25AT)(121), AMI15,11],ANI15,111, I,QRD(8). ·PI8.40). 'PT(401, DH(14),
JATXC1 4l-, :C;XXI151. :SA11(15), ASAT1(15), ..
90 CALI. DATA .
:GOTO ~99, 8jl,iND~X
e7CALL I.DSET
:GOTO 190: 911~~N6EX
UCALL HATRlx
:GOTO 198: 106~
! :CALL UNDEF'L:
:GO;o01100: i06~98]. iNDEX
100 CALL DELTAP
GO 'TO 198~ '99, i08~11:2~ 117], INDEX
lOll :CALI. l."weS?
:G~TO t i06~ iO~I; iNDEX
112CALLO(JTPla
CALL ASH
:GOTO '91
106 :CALI.PIoIR
GO TO 87
98 'PRINT 96 . _ ..' .,
UF'ORHAT 148101NONSENse 'TEST 'RESULT.· .. • INDEX VALUE IN ERROR,
99 CALL EIOT
:END
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SUBROU'1NECATA
COMMON A, S, SOAT. EAOL.PL, L. NM. M, N, MM. I. J. K. NPA5S. KK.
lJJ, 11'1. 111, 112, ABe. LP1. IP1. TEMP, KZ, IXZ, IPT, lA, Ieye,
2IBz, H,BB. CC,D!l,EE.B~ SB. D~ ,Se,c, GO. SAX, S5, RAx, AX.
3RR, RM. NPH, CAX, POPY. CPM, INDEX, II
EQUIVALENCe IA[11, ASATI11, AMilll, [AI1661, AN1111, [51 295 1. DMll
111, 1513091, ATXr1II. !S!l,. SATill, UX[11. PY!111~ IS[151, PMll11
2, ISIJ911,PT[1II. !SI491, 10RDllll. 151571, PPllll, 151711, P[lII,
3(5[3231, CXXllll, !PLlll,CMllll. ISDATI11, CX111. SAHlil' ASAT1[4111 . . ,
CI~ENSION A!15.211. S[21,211, 50AT171, EAOLI71, PL[1 5 1, PMl1 41,
lPY!141, CX~151. CMi141= 5ATi21,151, A5AT!15,161. PP1141. UXI15,SI,
2SATx1211, AM[15,111, ANI~5,111' iOROISI, P!S.401. PT1401' OMI1 4"
3ATX[141, :CXXI151. SA1.11151, ASAll[151
R~AD THE FRAME NUMBER. EXIT IF NEGATIVE
9 READ 13, I~j
13 FORMAT 1151
IF lJJI88.5,5
88 INOEX • 1
RETURN
'5 REWIND 2
REWIND 3
REWiND 4
REA~ DEGREES OF FREECOM AND NUMB~R OF MEMBERS
REAO 23,L; NM
23 FORMAT 121'S1
M • 2 • NJoI
N '" 3 • NJoI,
MM • M. 1
REAO IN THESTAT~CS MATR~X
READ 3~, IIAiliJI, J=l,NI, i=l~LI
35 FORMATI7Fl0.41
RbAO EI)L. PLAS+I~ MOMENT, EA/L. iNOPY FOR EACH MEMBER
DO 166 io 1,NM
K • 2.1
READ 167, SOAT[II, PM[KI. ,EAoLlIl,PYIKI
PYlK-lI = PYlKI
166 PMIK-11 • PMiKI
167 FORMATI 4rln.41
WRITE HPE'2.rIA[I,JI, 1. 1.LI.J!! 1, Nl
WRITE TAPE 2,1 PMII), • 1, MI
WRITE HPj: '211 PYIIl. • 1, MI
WRITEHPE2.ISDATiII • 1, NMI
WRITE HPE2.lEAOLIII • 1, NMI
NPASS • 1
INDEX. 2
RETURN
END
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,SU9AOU'INE LDSET
COMMON A, s, SDAT~ EAOl,'PI.,L~NM. 1'1, N, MM. I, Ji K, NPASS, KK,
1JJ, IH, ITi. IT2. ABC, LP1~ ipl,TEMP, KZ, IXZ~ IPT, lA, ICYC.
lUBZ,A", iiB,eC,PD,EE, iB, SB, :D,SC, .e, GG. SAX, 5S, RAX, AX,
JRR ,RM, ·NI"IoI ,CAX. 'POPY, CIlM , INDEX, I I
'EQUIVAI.~NCI! IA111, ASATlll, AMilll, IA11661, ANll11. 15Iit9~I,DMI1
1l I, I5 1309 I, .AT X111 I, IS 111 , SA Tt 11 ' UXI11, PYI 11 I , IS ( 15 1, PM t 11 1
2~[SI39i],PTI1ll, tSI'I91, IORDllI1, 15151" PPI11i,ISI71" Pllll,
3151J23" :c;xxI111, IPLI1I"CM[111, I,SDATlll, eXI1), SAT1[11, ASAUI
4111 - .
'DIMENSION A[151'21l,SI21,:211.·SDATt71,EAOI.[71, pl.U5l, P111141,
1PY[14I,C X I1:51,el1l1:4l,SATt21,15l, ASAT[15,16l, PPI~"I. :UXI~5,el,
2SATX 1211 ,AM t 15,111 ,AN IU, 111, lORD [81. PI 8 ,40 I .PT 140 I ,OM 1141 ,
3ATxI14I~ ;CXX(15),SAT11151, A5AT1I151
Ri::AD THE LOAD is!T NUMBER. IF' IT is :NEGATIVE, REiD A NEW FRAME
NO, •
708 READ n"KK
13 rORMAT I n I
I'IKK~lle9, 81 ,S1
89 INllEX!ll
RETURN
SET ALI. 'THE EliEMENTS O'TIolE :5TI,rNEs5 ·MATRIxTo lFRO
8100 160 I II i,N
iDO l60JII i, N
16eS[!,jl , O.
REWIND 2
REWIND 3
REWIND ..
READ 'HF"E2,IIAtLij" 1 l! .1.Ll, J l; .1, NI
READ TAPE a , ABC
'READ 'TAPE ':!~ ABC
READ TAPE 2, tSDATlI1, I:' .1, NM I
READ TAPE!; I ;EAol.tll, I !I i, iNMl
eONSTRUCTTIoIE ih jF'F'NEss MATR 1XF"ROM:KNOWN ,DATA
DO 161 1 l! .1,1'1, 2
Kl! li2. 1
SI!,!1 "''1.0 *SDATIKI
slt.l,'.11 l! Sli,l!
sn.1dl;I ll.5* 5ri,1I
161 S[!t!.il .;stl.LII
DO 11 ! • MM, N
J • I • 1'1
11 8ff,!1 !lEAoLIJI
IF' NPA5S 15 POSITivE;
pRINT OUT TlTLES, THE STATI~SMATRIX, AND THE 5TIF'F'NESS MATRIX
IF' INPA5S) '707, 82; 82
82 PRiNT 97, JJ
I
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97 FORMAT 11810ltANALYSrS ,0' FRAME, 13, III
PR!NT , . . . __
7 FORMAT 11910lQTHE STATiCS MATRixllI
001 1!'1,.~
.1 PRINfu,l, IA£I.J], 'JlI1,:~1
21 FORMA Tt 4H 0ROW, ii ~ ~j~ ';E16.t Il,aX ,7E16. 7) I
PR INTS- 7 ....
17 FORMAT 121H1THE STIFFNESSMATR1XII)
D02 i~l,:N _
-2 PRINT '21;1; I;SlI,J),Jll,'N)
NPASS" -1
707 PRtNT -27, ~K
27"ORMAT 11!31ol1LOADSET ;NO .. n I
REAtl IN AND PRINT OUTT~EL.OADSET.
READ 3l1,. tpL t 11, t-bL.!
35rORMAT [~F'i6.41
DO:3 l"f,L.
:"PR tNT 'l!1. I,PL iiI
1H ,. 0
WRiTE' APE -2, t 'pt! tl, i ilL LI
WRITE' APE '2~ I iSiUJI; i," 1, :Nlt'J -" 1, 'NI
I NtlEX '2
RETURN
END
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5UBROU'INEMATRIX
COMMON A,S, SDAT~ EAOL, 'PL., L,NM,. M,N, MM, 1, J, K, NPASS, KK,
.1'JJ, IH, ITl, !T2, ABC, L.PS, IP1, TEMP, .KZ, IXZ, IPT, lA, IeyC,
:2I8Z, A.A, ;8B, CC, DD,EE, :8,S8,D, ,SC,C, GG, SAX, S5, RAX, AX,
JRR, RM~'NPIol~'CA)(, 'POPy; CPM, INDEX' I I
EQUIVAL.ENCE lAllI, ASATtll, AMllll, tAl1661, ANllll, 15129~1' 01'111
,1)1, lSti091, ATXllll, f5ril,SAT111, UXlll, PYll]l, 15[15 1, PM1111
'2' lS1391].PTll11, lSI491,'tORD1111, lS[571, PPlill, 1517il, Pllll,
.31S1·3231, :CXXll11, lPL,111,CM[111, lSDATtl1, CXll1, SAT1111, ASAT114111' . .
'DIMENSION Al15,211, S121,,211, SDAH71,EAOL,17l, PL,[151, PM1141,
1:PYl14I, :C)([15),CMl141, :SAT121,15j,ASATt15,161, PPl141, UX[15,8),
'2SATxt~11, AMli5,111, ANli'5,111, IOR0181, Pt8,401, PT1~til' 014(14),
3AT)(11"" ;~XX1151,5AT1[151, ASAT1t151 ' , '.
1!i 1101 "I HI!. 1
IF' 1lloIl2.~2 • IHI 67, 68,92
92 INDEX'~ 1
RETURN
67 IT!!. II S
IT2." 4
:GO TO 69
6e 111- 4
IT211 !!
CONllTRUCT TioIE:M ATR i X SAT r 5T IMES 'TRANSPOSED I
[ALLTHE'OL.LOWING MATRI)('OPERATtONS StORE TIolEIR INTERMEDIATE
RESUlTS ON TAPE,I
6900 :57 i'. L N~
'D02DJlll, L'
SAHrJl II Il.
CO :20 1(1111 N
21l SAT1lJl - SHHJI'!~5lt,Kl.A[J,~1
57 WRfTE-UpE lH,rSAT1111l, rr !l1, Ll
REWIND IT1
'CO :58 to. LN
58 READ TAPE tH,fSATrUJl, IJ_ 1; LI
REWIND IU
WRJTE"APE i+bitSATfL·JI, -1, NI,J_ 1, Ll
CONSTRUCT T~E :MATRIX ASAT fA TIMES 5 'TIMES A TRANSPOSED I
CO 63 t II 1, L
0040 J-l,1.:
DO ,40 Klll,N
ASAT1lJI' ii.
4~ ASAT11JI " ASATitJl .AII,I<I. sAitK,JI
63 WRITE 'APE lTl,lASATlllll, il II 1, LI
REWIND lT1
READ TAPE ITi, ABC
CO 64 i " 1, L
64 READ TAPE tTi.tASAT iI;JI, J" 1, LI
REW i NO IT1
READ TAPE IT1, ABC
LP1IlL·l
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0050 IIl1,I.:
5~ ASAttl~LP11 .pliil
c
C SOLVET~E EOUAHONSF'OR TME 'uNiT DErL;ECTI ONS
C
00 60 h1fl
I'P11!l1+t
TE~P.ABSF'[ASAT[i~ill
Kit .
00,61 ;:.I-t,L:
IF' [jBSF'IASAttJ~ill;TEMP' ,61,61~62
62 K.J
TEMPIl ABS~tisATij;il'
61 CONTINUE
IF' [k·fl ;2'11,72
72 00 45 JI'1 ,Li p1
TEMP II ASAT1LJI
ASAttI~JI i ~sAtii~jl
4§ ASAT[KiJI iTEMp
71 IF' [ASATtl~iJl i6'~147;16
147 'PRINT '347
347 FORHAT [3~M~DtvisiON ·BY ZERO IN iNVERSIONI
INDEX" '2
'REf-URN
16 TEMP .1;/1SiT[i~i,
'0070 'JIlI,Lipt
7~ ASAt[I~JJ'ASiT!i~jl.tEMP
0060
'
JIl1,I.:
IF' t I·:J] :59.60,59
59 TEMPIlA8AT[J~il
'0080 IUI'PI;Lf:'1 .. " ." . '" _8~ ASAT[J;KJ'ASATtJ,KI~TeMP.ASATlr,KI
60 CONTiNUE
INIlI!X , 3
RETURN
ENC
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COMPUTE AND PRINT UNIT~OMENTS AND AxiAL LOADS
ALSO ADocaLuMNs TO 'THE UNIT MOfilENT AND UNIT AXIAL LOAD MATRICES
If 'rtotE VALUE or THE MOH!NTCOEF IS 8ELOW A GIVEN VALUE' SET IT To
ZeRO,
1
/
DO 1211 lal.iN
SATx ti, -0.
DO 120 Kal;L
120 ·SA'XIII'SATXIII*SATII.K]*ASATIK,l.P11
'PR INT!'J22
303
SU8ROU'INEuNOEFL
COMMON A, S, SOAT, FAQI..,P~,~, N:~, 1'1, N, MH'. I, J, K, NPASS, KK,
lJJ, IH, 111, IT2, ABC, ~Pl, IP1, TEMP, KZ, IXZ, IPT, lA, levc,
21B2. H, 'B8, ce, Or.. EE. 8, 58, 0, SC, C, GG. SAX, 55. RAX, AX,
.>- 3RR, RM. NPtot. CAX. FOPY. CPM. INDEX, I I
EQUIVALENce IAC11. ~5AT[11, AHrl]l, lA11661, ANll11, ISl£9~1, OMI1
111. 15(3091, ATX[1J), IS~11, SAT[ll, UXlll, PYllll, [5[1 5 1, PHll11
2, [SI3911,PTlll], ISI49], IOROllll' IS~571,PPll]l, 151711, I'll]],
3IS132 3 1,CXXllll, IP~lll, CH[ll], ISOATll1, CXlll, SATlI1], ASAT11
4111
Dlt-'ENSION AI·15,211, 5121,211, SOATI71,EAOl.[71, P~11~1, PMl141,
lPVI141,cXI151, CMI141. SAtI21,1~j, ASATI15,i61, PP1141, UXli5,81,
25ATX1211, AMI15,11', ANI15,111, IORD[81, P~8,401, PTI4UI, OH1141,
3ATXI14I,~XXI151, 5AT1115], ASAT11151 .
PRINT OUT HiE 'UNIT DEFl.ECTlONS
ADO A CO~UMN to THE :UN IT DHl.ECT ION MATRIX
PRINTUl
511 fORMAT I "'HiUNiT .fiE~~ECTIONSl
KZ" I~ • i
If lIH • 11 92,74. 73
7~ READ TAPE IT2, A~C
READ TAPE IT2.llUXri,JI, I • 1. LliJ • 1. KZI
74 0051 111:1,1.
uX[J,I\llI., ASHII,!.Pll
51 PRINtu, I, ASAT!f,t:Pl1
WRIT E UP E I T1 ,[ [U Xli, J I , a 1. I. I , J a 1, I HI
REW I NO ITl
READ rAPEIT1,IISATlliJI, a 1, NI,J • 1, ~I
READ TAPE ITi. ABC
CHECK TO SEe IrTHE ,rierlEcTION5 EXCEED AN ARBITRARY HAXIHUH I.IMIT
I' 'rHEV DO, SAY SO ANoao 'ONTO COMF'Ui'E THE HtNGE ROTATIONS
'00 :311 lal';L
TE~P; A8s'rASATit~LPll) • 1.1:.02
Ir ITEMPI 3ii,647~~47
311 CONTINOE
GO TOS03
647 PRINT 847
847 fORHAT 121HOOEfLECTION TOO LARGEI
INDEX. 2
Re'URN
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522'ORMAT [~JHiuNIt M~MENtSl
IF [1M -1192,. 76~ _75
?II3READ TAPE rT2,[[AMfUJl, 1'.10 'MI,'J , l,KZl
READ TAPE fT2,[[ANtL'Jl, I • 1~ 'MI,J II 1,KZl
'", 'DO 94 !:II 1; M
PRINT '21, L :SATXffl
,21 'F'0RMATI 4H0~0W~ r3" t X; ",'" Ei 6 • , I [8 X.?E16 • 7 I I
IF [SAlX [t 11'6, '94, ''56
5~ IF' fABSnhhtlll ; .0011 ;54,'4, 94
'54U'XrII :.ij, '
-PR tNT .15, i
55 FORMAT ['24)(, 14HUNtTMOMENT AT, tJ, iX, l1HSETTO ZeRO]
94 AMiI,Hll ':SATXrtl
'PRINT -~
~F'ORMAT [i:?HOUN I fA.1 AI.:' .L:OAD!ll
'DO -931 • M",;N
K" i. iM
J:. 2* 'K
PR1Ntio, ~, SATitfJ
1ft F'ORMATt1HOMEMBER, '!3, ix,:'16~'l
ANi,J~Ij,ll 'I ;$ATxiil
9S AN!,J';;'1;I,Hl,. :sATietYI
,WR,tE'tAPE ih,tiAM[I,JI, i-. 1, MI,J !!! 1, I~I
WRITe 'tAPE !H,[[ANtf,Jl~ i ~ i, MI,J !!! L Hll
-REWiND :2
II :. 1
INDEX '. i
:Re+URN
92 INrJEX 'I :3
'Re'URN
'ENrJ
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SU8ROU'INE bEL TAP
PLACE T~E rOLlO~ING QUANTITIES IN COMMON STORAGE sn THEY WIll BE
AVAIL.ABL.E TO ALL. ,SUBROUTINES,
CO~MON A, 5, SDAT. EAOL. PL..L.. NM. M, N, MM, I. J. K, NPA~S. KK,
lJJ. 1101, 111. IT2, ABC, LP1, IP1, TEMP, KZ. IXZ, IPT, lA, Ieye,
2IBZ, H, Bs, ce, Oil, EE, B. S8', D. Se, e, GQ. SAX, SS, RAX, AX,
;3RR, RM, NPH, CAX,POPY, CPM, INDEX, 11
THE FOlL.OWINGECUIVAUENCE STATEMENTS RESUL.T FROM THE USE OF
TAPES. NO TWO VARIABLES OR ARRAYS WHICH ARE EQUIVALENCED TO ONE
ANOTIoiER ARE' EVER NEEDED AT THE ;SAME TIME,
EQUIVALENCE [A[11. ASAT[U'. AMel11, [A[1661. ANtUI. [S[29~l), DMt1
1]1, [51309], ATX[111. IS111,SAT[11. UX[11, PY[111~ 15(15), PM[111
2, [S[3911~PTll1), [5[491, IORD[111, [S[571, PPll1j, IS171j, P[111,
31S1,3231,CXXI1l1, [PLIU. CM[U], ISDAT[U, r,Xlll, SAT1[ll, ASATll
4111
DIME~SION THE FOL.LOWING ARRAYS,
DIMENStON At15i211, 5121,211, SDATI71,EAOL[7I, Pl.1151, PMll"l,
lPY(14),C~1151, CM[141. SAT[21,151, ASAT[15,161. PP[141, UXt15,81,
2SATX[~11. AMI15,111, AN[15,111, IORD[81, PI8,401, PTi4Uj, UM1141.
3ATX1141, ;C;XX[151, ;SATlf15I,~ ASATil151 ' . .
IF CONTROL ISCOMjNG~ROM THE SUBROUTINE,WHICH PI~~S THE LOwEST
VALUE OF' LOAD TCFORM THE NEXT ilol!NCiE,GO ,DIRECTLY TO STATEMENT
31 AND REPRODUCE 't~E PREVIOUS RESULTS. IF CONTROL IS COMING rRO M
UNDEr [IF UNIT DEFLECTIONS AND FORCES ;HAVE JUST BEEN COMPUTED,]
AND 'tHEREFORE IF 'THE NEXT PLASTIC MINGE HAS NOT YET8EEN LOCAtED,
READ IN THE ARRAYS REQUIRED,
GO TO ! lln. 311~li
'HE FOllOWING 6 STATEMENtS RETURN CONTROL TO THE MAIN PROGRAM
TO DETERMINE W~AT MEANING t~E tHREe VALUES OF' INDex WILL. CONVEY
TO THE MAIN PROGRAM,REfER TO tkAT PROGRAM,
107 INDeX l!' 1
RETURN
109 INOEX !II 2
RETURN
111 INDEX • 4
RETURN
PROM TAPE, READ TH~ DAtA REQUiRED FOR +~E COMING SERIES OF
COMPUTATIONS.
11~ READ TAPE 2, ABC
READ TAPE 2~1 PM[Il.
READ TAPE 2,1 PYIII,
IX! • 1.
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IF" Ijoj ISONE~ Tlole ARRAYS iORD AND I' HAVE NOT BEEN USED YET AND
HENCE CANNOT BE READ IN,
IF' IIH -11107' f'l, 78
78 READ TAPE tT2,tioRn[Il , I .1,KZI
READ TAPE !T2, tPtipT, 11, ipT • 1, KZl
BEGIN LOOP '0 'cetERMINE THE ~EXT tN~REMENT OF" LOAD
7? DO'28 IA'II 1, M
If THE 1ol0ME;NTCOEF I ClENT IS ZERO AT ,AG I vENPO I NT, SET THE VALUE:
Of P AT ,A HIGH VAl.UE AND BEGIN THE l.OOP AGAIN.
[Z~RO MOMENt coE~~iciENT INDICATES THAT EITHER A 'PLASTIC HINGE HAS
ALREADYF'ORMED ,AT _'THE POiNT OR :ELsEBY COINCI'DENCE', THE COEFF".
IS ZERO AND 'HEREF'ORE A 'PLASTIC~rNGESIMpLY 'WILL NOT, FORM AT THIS
POINT DURING THIS iNCREMENT OF ,l.oA6.
IF' [AM!IA,h~ll ;J1, J2,J1
32 'pp!rAl.liloD.
,GO 'TO 28
I NIT!AL!2E rlolE:C VCLENUMeER,
3! I CYC • 0
INCRlliMENTtHE 'CYCLE NUMBER,
24 ICYC- ICY~. 1
SET THE T'OtALUOAD FOR f,~ECVCLE TO ZERO AT T,HE START.
'PpT • a.
IF TlHs I:S THE 'nRST 'CYCLE, USE THE LAST 'TRY ~OR 'THE PREVIOUS
HI NGEASA fIRST ~uess.
THE VARIABLE KZ I~ONE l.ESS rHAN lH,
OTHERWISE, 'S'ART At lHEBEGINNi'NG rAT THE BOTTOM 'OF THE 1.0AD
DefLECT I'ONCURVE I
IF' [ICVC'. i 1107. 83, 8,4
8:! IPT Ii I<Z
GO 'TO '22
84 IPT • a
IF oliO CVCLESHAVE BEEN ,coMpL.'ET-En wjt,HOUT CONVERGENCE, SAY Sa AND
REDO THAT PARTICULAR LOOP, ,pRr,NTiNG ,AS EACH VALUE is FOUND,
CALL EXIT WHEN THis HAS BEEN 'DONE.
IF IICVC- 401 '22, 22,4
4 pRtNT 8, IA
e FORMAT [4H1pT., J3. lX~ l?~WrLL NOT CONVERGE III
I F II X! I :5 ~ 1 il7, 42
42 IXl ••1
GO 'TO S1
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INCREMENT THE POINT NUMBER.
22 I~T = IPT • i
REFERING TO STATE~ENT LABELED 12 BELOW, IT CAN BE SEEN T~AT THEQUANTITIES AA,68, CC, DD, EE. AND GG ARE THE MAJOR VARIABLE~
INVOLVED IN 'HE DETERMINATION 0, THE LOAD INCREMENT P[IPT,ICYCJ,
[ THE VARIABLES 0 AND Q ARE USED ONLY TO INDICATE SIGN.]
WHERE-
AA = TI'E INCREASEDCAPACrTY O,TI'EPOINT IN QUESTlnN, [THE XWAXI~
INTERSECT ON ~ORTHE :STRAIGHT LINE APPROX MATION TI'l THE INTER-
ACTION ~O~MULAil . ..
BB = THE AXULLOAD AT T:I'E POINT IN QUESTION WHICHRESUL.TS ,ROM
FlREVIOUS INCREMENTS OF' GOAD ON THE ,STRUCTURE,
CC = THE AXIAL LoiD ATT~EPOINT iN QU~STION WHIC~RESULTS ,ROM
INCREMENTS 0' UCAD BEING APpLIED TO T~~ STRUCTURE ArTER A PLASTIC
~INGE HAS FORMED iT T~E FloiNT,
DD = THE MOMENT INDUCED At T~E 'PoiNT IN QUESTIONtllJE TO 'PREVIOUS
INCREMENTS 0,. LOAD BEING APPLIED TO THE STRUCTURE.
EE = THEUNI' MOMENTF'OR THE ·POINT IN QUESTION rOR T~is INCREMENT
OF LOAD.
GG = A FUNCTION 0, THE UNIT AXIAL LOAD FOR THIS INCREMENT AT'THE
POINT IN IQUESTI'ON,
THE'OLLO~INGTE9TSDETERMINE WHERE ON THE LOAD,DEFLECTION CURVE
'I'HEPRESENT COMPUTATIONS LiE AND CONSEQUENTLY WHET~ER OR NOT EACH
OF T~E VARIABLES iBOVE HAS SOME VALUE oTHER 'I'HiNZi;RO,
ALSO. THE TESTS;SERVE TO DETERMINE WHETHER T~E POiNT IN QUESTiON
IS A KNOWN PLASTtt HINGE OR WHETHER 'TH~ PROGRAM IS JUST TESTING
THE poINT TO SEE iF IT IS THE NEXT PLASTIC HINGE.
IF [IP, - 11107, 116, 117
116 I~ tI~~l}~oj~ 118. 11 9
1113 'CC '!! 0,
BB =·0.
DO = O.
IBZ = fA
GO TO t21
119 'BB:. O.
'DO:. 0,
GO 'TO t22
11;.,SB • O.
KK • IPT",lI, t IH - i~TI i6j~ 101,102
101 IBl = fA
GO TO t03
102 IBZ= I~RDtIPTI
1011 DO 123 J!I :i~ KK
B .PtJ,ICvCI*AN[!BZiJI
123 SB • 58. 8
BB :.S8* Li8* PMflBZI/PYtlBZI
DO • O.
DO 124 J • 1~ KK
o a Ptj,tCvtl * AMiIBZ;Jl
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12<4 DD • Df!. D
122 J;!ICYC-11tD9, 126, 125
125 J;!I~-tPTll07, 126. 12'
126 CC .0. ..'
IF' [1M - IPTI10,. 10<4.105
to<4 I8! .. fA
GO 'TO l21
105 18! .. tORDti~TI
GO TO 121
127 'SC 'II O.
1(1< 'II IPT ""i
J82. 1ORO ti~T 1
,DO 12e 'J'II ~~ •• iH
C ,Ii ,p [JdCYC~l hANrt BZ~J I
128 SC:. SC. C .
CC .se. 1.18.PM [182II py [ 18Z 1
121 AA • 1.18 • 'PM !tBZ I
EE '. AM[ liz. i,PT I. ". .
GG " 1.18 .'PMltBZ1. ANneZ,'!,PTII PY[lBZl
IF' T~E ,UNIT ,MOMENT AT HllilPOI,NT t~ASA'DlfFERENT SIGN THAN T~E
MOMENT T,HATWAS ,BEEN INDUCED 'PREV 1OUSL;yAT THIS POINT. T~E
VARI4el.E )QA~TEJilST~E i:;QUA'I'jON;O~P!,IPTdCYCIS() THA' TIolE
OUAN'iry'OD 'WIL('PRoviDE ADDITj,ONAL MOMENT CA'PACITY AT TIolE POINT
RATH~~THAN LESS ,is IS 'T~i:; USUAl.cisE.
IF ['DD1EEl';6, ',1
60 .. -~1.
'GO:+O J.1
:'1 -·0 ni 1.
!;NiEUN IT h 1A~ LOAD ·,TTHEPO INTHAS ,AD I F'F'EAENT S j GN THAN T~E
PRI:iV I OUSAX tAl. .I"OADAT'I\~EPO 1NT ,T~E ,aUAN T1nO AI. T~RS THEtEQUA T
.IONF'OR 'P[IPT,lCYCl :SO'THATTHE MOMeNT .CAPACITYAT TWEPoiNT WILL
BE INCREASED.
11 I; [tBB'. iCC IIGG, 19.,10.; 10
901l~1.
GO TO !2
10 '0 ,,1.
COMPUTE "~E VAUYE OF THE INCREMENT OF' LOAD,
UP (fph Icve I • IAA-ASS; IBB. 'cOl.O- ASSF' tDD hOll (ABSF'lEEl··ABSF' tGG
ill
aEGINCHECK TO SEE IFAXIAL.L.OAD REDUcHON IS WARRENTED.
, IRS' .COMPU'E THe AX i AL LOADH THE PO i NT UNDER CONS i tiERA 11 ON.
'I'WOCONTRiBU'HONS ARE CONSI,OERED. THE AXIAL LOAD sAX DUE To
PREVIOUS INCREM~NTS OF'UOAD~ND 'RAX ~UE TO LATER INCREMENTS Ofl.oAD. . _... . - ..
:SAX', O.
DO 129 J ,1. 1"T
:55- ANli;ez~'Jl ;. p[j.lCYOl
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129 SAX c 'SAX ~SS
RAX • Il.
IF'fIH-tI101. 36~ 131
131IffI~Y~-11{oj. 36; 37
37 IffI~-tPTI1ij~. 36~ '38
3e KK c I FIT '. i
D039 J c I<K. rH
RR c ANIIBl.JI • piJ.ICYC-11
39 RAxc RAX ~ RR
36 AX c SAX. 'RAX
NEXT. SEE l' P/P~ IS GReitERt~AN .i5. If IT IS~ SKfP THE NEXT
BL.OCK OF' fNSTRUCTiONS. iF'NOt, :COMPUTE 'T~E INCREMENT Of L.oAD P
TO 1l'0RM THE NEXTH,INGeNEGIoECTING THE EfF"EcT OF' AXIAL. L.oAD,
IflABSnA X1/PYIIBZI-,151 '41, :230. 230
230 IF' ltX2113:1'; 232.232
4!'RM'1I0.
I II' f I PTd I HZ ~ 4". 4 3
43KK ,c IPT - 1
'CO 133 J '!I L KK
RZ = AMIIBl.JI • piJ~ICYCI
133RM = RM+ Rl
TH I STEST DE'I'ERII\ "NES iWHETHER 'THE ~S IGN ,Of THE ,MOMENT 'HAS CHANGED
AND IF IT HAS,T~E iNCREMENT :OF' LOAD IS COMPUTED H if THERE HAD
BEEN AN IN~REASE iN T'HE AVAILABI,;E MOMENTCAPACfTY RATHER THAN A'De
-CREASE ASUSUAIo,
IF' IRM/AMliBZ.,I'PTII 48,.107, 44
4S'PlrPT,!CYCr a IPM!iBZI+ ,A8SFtRMll I ABSflAMIIBZ,JPTlI
GO TO 49
4<1 PlIPTJtCYC11I IPMlIBZI- ,ABSF'[RMlIl ABSF'IAMIIBZ,IPTII
49 IF' tfX!I:2:,U.232. 232
If THE AXIAL LOAD AT THE POINT ISL.ESS THAN ,15 PY 'PRINTTHIS ON
TH~ CuTpu T I' I x l Is :NEGA tIVE, I THE'VACUEOF I Xl OETERMI NI:S .
WHEll;EROR NoTlNTERMEOiATE :RESUL;Ts WILL BE pRiNTEn •. IF' IXZ IS
POSITIVE. PRlNTlNG WILL :BE :SUPPRESSED. IF' fT IS NEGATiVE 'PRINi'IN!#
WILL OCCUR.I
23!PRINT 46. I'PT
46 'F'ORMAT 123HNO ReDuc'HoN,'F10RHJNGE , 121
PR I NT THE VALUE OF' THE NEXT iNCReMENT :Of' I,;OAD.
132 PRINT t3S,!P'" Ic:Yc~'prlPT;icYCI
135F'ORMAT l2~~t.I2.1H~.t2:4HI •• Fio,4. III
IF' TWE VALUE OF' THE INtReMENT OF' LOAti !HASTURNeDN~GATIVE. THiS
INLllCATES THAT THE AXIAL. LOAD IHTHepOINT HAS BUILT UP TO THe
POINT WHERe 'HE-HINGE WII,;L.NOW·F'ORM AT A LOAD Less THAN THE
PREVIOUS 'PLASTJi~ :~iNGE fORMED AT, iN OTHER WORDS, THERE ~AS BeEN
A CHANGE IN THE ORDER OF' FORMATION Of THE PLASTIC HINGES IN THE
~R~ME. t THISI~ NOT TO INDICATE THAT I~ THE FRAME W~RE TeSTED THE
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~INGES WOULD FORM iN A DiFFERENT ORDER, IT IS JUST T~AT roR THE
FlURPCSESOF'rHE ANALYSIS. THE ORDER HAS CHANGED,I
23~ IF' IPI IPT, i:evCII 1, '79.79
1 IF' !IP;- • 11 107. :32. 2
:2 PRINTS
:! F'ORMAT 127~1ABORT~ HING.E 'OAnER 'CHANGES
TERM I NATE -fIol tSRUN.
5 INDEX i!l 5
RET,URN
iF T~IS IS T~E FIAST 'pLA~TicHtNGE -TO~ORM IN THE FRAME, ONE TRY
WILL PRODUCE AN EXACT VALUE rOR THE WOAD INCREMENT. THEREfORE
CHECK THE NEXT LOCATl'ON 'ON THE FRAME.
OTHERW I SE ,GO iON 'TO THE 'NEXT LEG ON l:HE L.OAD iDEf'LEr.T I ON CURVE.
-79 IF' !IH -·11107. 1.. ; i8
14PPriAl • 'P/iPT. ieyel
GOTO!33
18 PPT • 'flIPT ":;p lrPT, rcye]
IF i iH '. IFtT 1101. 19,'22
19PT i I Cy~] :, 'flPi'
CHECK THE QUANT I TV i XZTOSEE iF THE Ri;sUL TS 'OeTA HieD SHOULD SR
PRINTED, THEYIHLL BE PRINTED IF' 1] THE iHINGE ,HAS BEEN PICKED
ANUTHE ;COMP-UTAl liONS ,ARE. BEING :REDONE;sa THEY MAY BEL.ISTED, OR
2] 'I' :CONVERGENCE :CoUGD ,NOT BE 10BTA i NEB. -. -
IF I iX!].34,,'52.52
34PRJNT33.PPT
33rORMAT I :2'X'~ '20HTOTAL FOR THIS 'CYCLE, r1o.4, III]
52 IF' i ICYC • 1] iO;.-24~ '25 .
tF' THEDJF'F'ERENC~ :BETWEEN TWoSU~ESSiVi; VALues ~F' THe TOTAL
L.OADRIiQUIRED rOrORM A 'PLASTIC 'lUNGE 1-5 ,LESS THAN .SOMEARBITRARY
OUAN-n TV, CONS i.ceR CON VERGENCE iQiTA INEj5 ~ ()T~ERW iSE DO THE' .
COMPOUT i·ON AGA IN, -
25 IF UBSF'IPTIICY.C • iJ"PTIICYC.J] • ,001'] 234,234, '24
234 IF I'lX!] :1i35 ,26, '26
235PR I NT:'!.38, : j·H
238 FORMATf30HOCONveRsr'ON 'OBUrNEDFOR HINGE, 13]
2'PP( i A] • 'Pyi ICYC I
233 IF' lix!] 111, '28, '~8
GO BACt< ANti .CHECK THE NEllT 'POSSIBLE PLASTic HINGE LOCATION.
2@cONTiNUE
INnElC !I 3
RE'URN
ENn
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SUBROU'INE LOWEST
eO~MON A, S, SDAT, EAOll 'PL,L.,NM, M, N, MM, I' J, K, NPASS, KK,
lJJ, 1M, Pl, 1T2, ABe, L.P1, IP1, TEMP, KZ, IXZ, IPT, lA, Ieye,
21BZ, AA,Be, CC, De,EE, lB, 58' ,0, lSC,C, GG, SAX, 55, RAX, AX,
JRR, RM'; NP~, CAX,POPY, CPM, INDEX, 11
EQUIVALENCE [A[il, ASAt[ll~ AMilll, [A[1661, ANtlll, [5[2951, DM[l
11], [SI3091, ATX[1)], rS[11,5AT[I),UX[11, PY[ll], 15[15], PM[11]
2' [S[J911,PT[11], [S[49], IORDlll], [S(57), PPli)), 15(71)' P[l)),
3IS[J231,CXXll)), lPL.ll), ·CMllll, [SDATll], CXll), SATlll], ASAT1(
41))
Olt-ENSION Al15,'21], 5(21,21), 5DAl[71,EAOl.,(7), PL.ll!)], PMI1~)'
lP'114), CXli5], eMI14]~ 5ATl~1,1~j, ASAT[15,i61, PP[14], UXllS,81,
2SATX(211, AMl15,111, AN[15,11), IORD(8),pta,401, PTI4U], DM[14),
JATX IHI, ,~)()( 115) ,SAUI15), A5AT1 (15)
PICK T~E SMALLiST VAl.,UE OF TME LOAD p.
DETERMINE TWE iOCAHON ,oF' THE iNI!XTP\.ASTle HINGE.
AA • UOO.
IF' l IW '. 1] 1, 1~ 2
2 ITEMP !II NP~
! 00 236 I " 1, M
23' IF tAA -PPIIII ~:u, '239,239
2J9 AA .PPlI)
NP~ • I236 CONTINOE
IF II TEMP . NPH I 11, 4, 3
.- PRINT 5
5 FORMAT l24H1SAME loIINGE PICKED TwICE
INDEX ~ 1
-RE'l'URN
:5 IXl • .1
IA • NPH
pRINTOUT HIE LocATION 'OEcerCEC ON rOR THE NEXT HINGE AND GO BACK
AND RECAl.,CULATETHE 'QUANTITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THIS POINT
PRINTING AS EAC~~ES~LT iS08TAINEC.
PRINT 242, IH,NPH
242 FORMAT [18HtPLASTICHINGE 'NO., 13, 4X, 13HFORMED AT PT., .1JIIII
I I "!II 2
INDEX" '2
RE'fURN
END
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:SUBROU' [NE 'OUTPUT
COMMON A, S , SOAt~. EA0L, ,pk. L, NM, M, N. MM'; t, J, K, NPAS S, KK,
toJJ, HI~ tTt, [T2. ABC. L'Pl, IP1. TEMP. KZ. ilt'Z~ JPT. tA, tCvC,
atBz, AA, :Be.cc, Dri. EE,S, ss~ ·n.se. c. GG. SAX. SS, RAX., AX,
3RR, RM, NPIot. CAX, 'POPY, CPM, INDEX, [I
EQUI VALENce [At1]. ASAT [ 11 , AM i·l] ]. [ At 166 I , AN [11 I, [ 5 [ 29 ~ I. DM[ 1
1)), [5(3091. ATXtlll, [5(11. ·SAT(ll. UXtll, PY(l]l, [S[1 5 1. PM[111
2' (S[391],PTtlll, (Sf491,' [ORti(lll, [St571, pp(ill, [sl711, Ptlll,
,3[5[3231, :exxtlll, [PL(1),CMtll), [SDAT[ll, eX[l], SAYltl], ASAT11
,~ill . - "
'D[MENSION AI15.211. st21,'211. SDATl71,EAOLt71; PL(15). PM[141.
lPYt14!,CX[15], ·CM[14], 5ATI21,15), ASATI15.161, PPI;41. UXI15,el,
2SATX[21l, AM[15,111, ANI15,111, I·ORD[a]. 'P(8,401. PTt4UI. DM[141,
,3ATlCll~I" ;~XX[151. :SAUI·15], ASAUI,151 '.
AUD ANOTHER ELEMENT 'fa THE iORDMATRIlC [ '!'IHS MATRIX KEEPS TRACK
OF" TME ORDER I<t, WM i CHIot i NGES HAVE fORMED,]
240 10FIDIllot) •.NPH
WRITE 'APE iH.cIOROlll, I '1J1. IHI
WRITE ·+APE iH, ipHpT~ [CYel, 1,,1 11 1, IHI
PRINT OUT A,-USI,;EGIVING TIotE VALUES 'O~TOTAL MOMENT, MPC.
PLASTIC ·MOMENT, ,AXIAl. ,LiOAD. -PY, AND 'THE ,RAT[O Of' AXIAL LOAD TO
PY FOR EACWPO[NTONTHEF'RAME,
'PRINT '~41
241 rORMAT t4HfpT.~3X~9HtOt~ IMOM •• 6X;3HMPC,16xii~MP~~X~8HAX. I,;OAO,6X,
22IotPV~1~X, 4HP/PY~/~1
DO '247 I" i ~ M
:CM f Il '!I Il,
CAX -a e.
CO :243 J·f 1. I,H
CMill ,cM!i] '. AMrIiJl • PlJ,tCYCI
243 CAXa eAX '~.AN[i';Jl.~P[J, ICyel
POPY a ASS'tCAXI/PYttl
IF" [POPy,· .15 1 245,'246,'246
245 CP,.. ,.PM i I.'
GO 'TO '247
246 CPM .. 1.1e. 'PMII 1 • iL.-POPYl
247 PRYNT 2441' L cMitl; :CPM, 'PM[iI, ,CAX, PYitl. 'POpy
24. F"ORMAT 11~6~ t2. ~~i2~3 I
WRITEirAPE ri'l.(cMcil,I '. L MI
REWIND 111
READ TAPE tTi, A~~
READ TAPE rTi,[(uxtf~jl~ .i;Ll~j a i. iMI
CO 85 t .. L 5
85 READ TAPE tTi, .~~~
PRINT CUT THE TOTAL DEF"I.:ECTIONS·UP TO·t.HIS poiNi'rnR EACIot DEGREE
OF" F"REEDOM IN THE rRAME,
PRINT 248
24e F'ORMATf33HOTOTAL DI!!F"LECHONS ATTlottS :STAGE.
PRINT 249
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249 rORMAT 4~OPT., 4~,ioMDE'LEbtlriNill)
DO '251, I.. 1, L
eX!f1, o.
DO '250 'J "1, iH
250 CXrtl "C)(ti).flfiJ~ic¥Cl • UXrI~Jl
251 PIHNT!52. Lell [ll
25!rORMAT I I3~E16~'~ 1/ 1
WRtTE 'APE IT1.1~xri) : I , i, LI
READ TAPE ~, ABC
READ TAPE ~, AB~
READ TAPE 2, PLtil, t·, 1~LI
RSA D TAPE 2, rst j ~'J ), i .1. NI ~'J' ,1, N)
BACKSPACE :2
REWIND :5
REWIND 4
RUURN
ENIl
PAGE 2
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SUBROU'INE ASM
COMMON A, s, SOAT, EAOL, 'PL,L, NM, M,N, MM, i, J, K, NPASS, KK,
1JJ, 1M, 111, 1T2, ABC, LP.1, IP1, TEMP, ,KZ, lXZ, IPT, lA, Ieyc,
2IBZ, AA,;BB, ce, DO, EE,:B, 58, 0, ;SC, 'C, GG,SAX, 55, RAX, AX,
JRR, RM,NPIo!,CAX, 'POPY ,CPM, INDEX, II
EQUIvALENCE IAlil, ASA'Tlil~ AMi111, [.11661, ANI1lI, 151 2 9 5 1, OMIt
111~ IS13091, ATXI1]], 1·5[11, ,SAH11, UXll1, PYlll), 15(15), PMll11
2' IS I :5 91 ] , PTlil I " l SH0 ), I ORO I11 I, I 5 [!;; I,. PP I i-I I, t s I71]' P 111 I ,
,31SI,3231, :CXXI111, IPLI1l,CMI111, I,SOATI11, eXI1],SAT1111, ASAT11
41)1 . .
DIMENSION 1.1·15,211, 5121,21), SCATI71, ;EAOLI71,PI.1151, PMl141,
1PH14i, :CXI151,CMIHl,SATI21,151, ASAT[U,16I, ppii41,UXI15,81,
2SATX[~11, AMI15,111, ANI$5,111, IORC(8), P[8,401, PTiiO]'UMt$41~ .
3AT)(1141,CXXI1;51, ;SAT11151, ASAT1I151 - - - -
ALTER THE S' I HNESS MATA j XTO ,ACCOUNT FOR THE F'ORMAT I ON of THE
LAST PLASTIC HINGE.
IF'IINPIol/2 • '21'; NP~I 2!1.1, 210,210
21e SINPH·i,NPH';il.~.j5.SINPH-i~NP~·il
SINP~,NPHI. o. '
SINP~·!,NPH11!1 O.
:S INPH,NPM-!] '.' O.
·GO 'TO '212
2115 INPH+i,NP",+i I '. 0;,5d INP"'+t,NPH.11
SINPH,.NPHI •• O.
SfiNPH,NPHd] • o.
SINPIo!+~,NPH] • O.
212 WRfTe'AP,&'2'IISll,Jl, 1'11, Nl,'J"1, NI
REw!N02
:READ UPE2, nAd ,;:Jl, I "..L I ,JI!I 1,N I
.RETURN
END
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:SUBIIIOU'I Ni 'P~R
COMMON A,S, sOAT,EAoL, 'Pl.. L, NM, M, N. MM. I, J, K, NPASg. KK,
.1J,J, IH, 111, 1T2, 'ABC, ,I.P1, IP1. TEMP, KZ, IXZ, IPT. IA. I(;YC,
2iBZ. AA, :BB. CC. OO,EE, ·i, 'SB, O;-;SC, :C. GG. SAX, 55, RAX. AX,
3RR, RM, NPIol,CAX. 'POPY, CPM, INDEX, II
EQUIVAI.ENte [AliI, ASAt[11~ AMt111, [A[1661. AN[lll. [51 295 1, OMll
111. [SI~091. ATX[lll, [Slll,SATll1, UXll1, PYllll, IS1151. PMll11
2, ISI3UI,PTllll. [S[<1I91, IORD[111, [S!'571, PP[lll, IS1711. P[ll1,
~IS[~231;CXX[111. [Pl.tl1, :CMl111, [SDATl11, eX[ll, SAH[il. ASAU[
<ill I I ' - . , .
,DIMENSION A[15,:211, :S[Unl1, SDAT[7],EAOI.171, P1.115J. PM1141,
lPYt14i, Cllt151, CMt141, .UH2l,15j, ASATl15.161, PP[141.U X t15,81,
:25ATX[211, AMt15,UlpANI1:!5,111, rORDI81, PI8.401, PTI<1lUI. IJM1141,
3AT)(11<111~ :Cxxt151~ :sAT1i15i~ isATllt51 .
R~-:ENTRYPO I NT 'OR T'HE :COMPUUT ION 'OFPL.ASTI C HINGE ROTATIONS.
"'PRINT ~08
<iI08F'ORMAT [3~IoIDCOLL.APSE :MECHAN ISM !IolAS ;BEEN REAC~ED I
'R81o/ I N02
REWIND IT2
'READ TAPE 2. liAtl.'JI, I • 1. LI.J a 1. Nl
READ TAPE i~ ABC
READ TAPE 2~ ABC
READ TAPE 2.tsoit, rll' i. i.NMI
'0086' 'a L' 6
8~ 'READ TAPE tT2, ABC
'READ TAPE h2'[:CMiil~ i ,•.1,"'1
READ TAPE tT21t'CXXii I, I '. 1~ LJ
CONSTRUCT T~E INVERTEn~tl'~NESSMAtRix lFLExjBr~iTY MATRIX.I
'DO 163 i i 1,M
DO 16~J i 1,M
16~SII,JI II O.
DO 16<11 I.. 1, M. :2
K,a j/'. t., ..
:Slldl II L01t3.0 • SDATlKII
Sli.1d.11;. StLtl
:Sll~l.il ";'0.:5*5[1;11
164S n.1d I :, '5 [I, j.11
:D0134 I;' i, M
'DMIII II O.
:D0134 Ka!;M
134:DMtll,DMiil.Srr;KI* :CMCKI
,DO 136 1'1. M
ATx!!1 • O.
'DO 136 Ka!;L
l36ATXllllI.ATXtrl • Ait<,II*CxxiKI
pRINT OOT T~E :RotAHCNS AT EACjljPOINT.
PRINT 1~8
138 FORMAT [~~HOIolINGE 'ROTATIONS I
'PRINT '3
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5~ ~ORMAT (4~DPT.,4X,8HROTATION,111
DO 139 I- {~ M
'104 - CMIIl .. ATX[I!
13. PR t NT f52. i, lot
252~ORMAT I 13, E16.7, III
c
C RETURN -'0 TIolE'RUD IN POiNT~OR KK TO SEE I; THERE ARE ANY MORE
C LOAIl se,s.
C
RUURN
ENIl
PAGE 2
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N
\0
-....J
.~ALY~IS OF FFA~E
N
~
lHE STATICS MATRIx
hQW O· O. o.1·S33·333E-00 o .1336303 O-UO O. O· U.
O. O. u. U.l00UOuOo ul O. O. U.
O.
hQW O· O. -0.1633J36E-UO -0.13333';3O·-UO 0.bbbbb6 / E-Ol O.b666b b7 e-Ol n·O. O. U. O. O· O. u.
O.
hOW O. O. O. O. -O.bbbbobiE-Ol -0.06b6bb7E-Ol 0.lJ3JJ66~-OU
O.1333663E-OO O. O. O. O· O. n.
O.
hOW O· O. O. O. O· o· -0.1333333E-00
-0·1333S33E-"0 o • O. O. O· o· n.0.10UUU"U~ 01
"UW 0·666~H.7E-nl 0.b6660b7~-01 U. o. O· o. U.
O. O. U. o. -0:1000UOUE 01 O. ".o.
-ow b o· O. o. o. o. n. n.
o. o. O. 0 .. 0.100000UE 01 -O.lOO"UUOt: "1 o.
O.
-OW O. O. O. O. O. o. o.
O· O. O. o. O· Oo1OOliOOOO 01 -n.1UlJUOUlJl: Ul
O.
"Uw 8 o. O. U. U. O· O. u.
O· 0.b666bb7E-Ol 0.666bbbIE-Ol O. O· ". D.HUuuuuE UlO.
hUW O. 0.1000UOUe 01 U.1UUOuuuF 01 U. O· ". u·
O. O. O. O. O. O. O.
n.
-OW 10 O. O. O. 0.100UO"Uo "1 0.1000UO"t: U1 n.
o. O. O. O. O. o. o.
O'
hUW lt o· O· O. O· O· 0·10Ul'UUUo "1 o·luuuUOUE 01O. O. U. O. O. O. u.
O.
J-rlol 12 O. O. O. O. O. O. 1,1.
O.lUUOUUOE 01 0.1000UUO~ 01 O. O. O. O. ti •
0"
I
00
W
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N
\0
"
N
IHE STi'F~ESS MAIRIX ......
ROW 0.4J2~8POE 05 0.2364440E 05 O. o. o. o. u.
o. o. O. o. o. o. n.
O.
"OW o. n6444 oE f15 O. 4 7?~8"OE 05 O. O. O· o· I,.
O. O. O. O. O· O. u•
O.
"OW O. O. O. J IS1aOE 06 O.lo9 ub.:.Oi: 06 O. n. II.
O. O. U. U. O· O.
O·
"OW O· O. 0.ld'J061UE 06 O.j7tji~cOt: 00 O· o. .,.
o. O. O. O. IJ. O. q.
O.
ROW O. O. O. O. 0·lS'JOo1"E U6 o .945·,uOOE U? I.l.
O. O. U. O. O· O· u.
O.
"UW 6 o• O. O. O. 0·9453u6UE 05 n.1890b12t: Uo
U. o. O. U. O. o.
O.
ROW O. O. O. O. O. o. r,. j/bl~~ut: U6
O. H9001UE 06 O. O. O. O. O. t:.
O·
IoOW O. O. O. O. O· n • n.lb90610E 06
O.37812?OE 06 O. O. O. O. O. o.
n.
f'OW 9 O. O. O. O. O. (1.
O. O.47288dOE 05 0.<S64440E 05 O. O. n. '.O.
h0W 10 O. O. O. 0'. O. O. O.
O. 0.2364440E 05 0.472BS8UF. .05 O. O. o. o.
n.
hOW 11 o. O. O. O. o • o• r~ •
O. O. O. O.45BdOOOc U5 O. Il. ".
o •
IoOW 12 O. O. o. n. o. o. n.
O· O. o. n. 0·16JO'UUE 06 q. II.
O.
"0W lS n· o. U. U. O· O· ".
o. O. O. O. o. n.bj~t:.lJUUt u5 r· •
O.
ROW 14 O. O. O. O. O. n. n.
O. O. O. O. O· n. fl.lt1/U,+uUl:: UO
O.
"uW 15 o • O. O. O. O' O. lI.
n. O. O. O. O. o. r~ •
0.45dBUOUE 05
I
00
.p-
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LOAD sol ~O.
"o. -0.20BOUrO~ n:;:
1o[1W -0.41600rOF n1
"OW -0.4160UOOF n1
kOW -0.20BrOOOE 02
!-lOW '5 o .HOOOilO~ ~ 1
"CW O.
kGW O.
fOW ~ .
HlW O·
foOW 10 O.
hOW 11 n.
kOW 1? o •
UNIT nEfLFCTlCNS
haw -o.5~90036E-n3
haw -0 .2523466E-~:;
kOW -0 .23913?2E-~<
hOW -n .54905<'2E-n3
hOW ~ 0·9~8~079E-n3
hOW 0·9F83555F-n3
kOW 0.9~84507E-n3
hOW A 0.95849A3E-n3
ROW Q -0.2731933E-n3
"OW 10 -O.2040362E-n3
"OW 11 0.26946?6E-n3
~ow 12 o .2?375?5E-n3
PLASTIC HI"'GE NO.
PI 1_, 11
UNIT MO~ENTS
kOW
-0.1738613F 01
k.OW 2 -0.819B105F 01
foOW .~ O. 819~1n4F ~1
kOW 0.2127302E 02
"OW ~ -0.2J27302E ~2
"OW 6 0·17815?7E 0:;
'OW -O.1781527E n:;.
"OW -0 .1~113~.lE 02
kOW Q o .pjli 3~lE 0:;
hOW 10 0·ge23117F 01
L'N I T AXIAL LOADS
~EM8E~ -0.247294AE 02
~'EM8E~ -n .lM2450E 01
"'EMBE~ -0.16i>244QF 01
~EMBER -n.16~2447E 01
~,EM8E~ 5 -0.251905;>E 02
I
00
lJ1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
PT. TOT. MO~.
-27.878
2 -13] .456
3 13] .456
041.111
-041.111
-.ij5.6b6
10 157.513
N
\0
-....J
N
......
"FC MP AX. LOAD Py p/py
24~.592 4Q;'>.~00 -39b.535 ~25.840 U.480
24~.592- 40;'>.~OO -39b.535 8;'>5.840 0.480
1071.000 1071.000 -~b.657 1~03.3bO U.018
10il.000 1071.000 -~6.b57 1503.360 u.Ulij
10/1.00U 1071.000 -26.b57 1503.360 u.Olij
1U / l.00U 1071.000 -~6.b57 1503.3bO U.01ij
10/1.000 1071.UUO -26.657 1503.3bO u.01ij
10 / 1.000 107101100 -2b.b57 1503.360 U.01ij
242.345 402.000 -4u~.927 825.840 U•• 8Y
24'.345 402.1100 -403.927 8;'>5.840 U.489
TOTAL DEFLECTION' AT TPIS S TAGf.
PL DEFLECTION
-0.Bb42870E-02
-n.4046353E-01
-0.3834462E-01
-0.8803999E-0;'>
5 o .1b1l0777E-01
6 n.15B4818E-01
n.1552 9 01E-Ol
8 n.1536943E-Ol
9 -n.43B062BE-02
10 -0.3271700E-02
11 ".33~8713E-0;'>
12 n .35e7849E-02
I
00
0\
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N
\D
......
N
UNIT DEFLI'cTI0NS PLASTIC HINGE NO. 2 FO,"Er n FT. 1n ......
hOW -~.54594~OE-~3 PI 2. 11 3.5718
hOW -0.3~62038E-02 TOTAL FOR THIS CYCLE 3.1571 A
hOW
-0.3712537E-n2
PI 1. 21 14.3100
ROW
-0·54210781'-03
PI 2. 21 5.3361
hOW 0.4~178~6F-02
TOTAL rOR TH IS CYCLE 19.64~1
hOW 0·4~140A9E-02
hOW o .4~0~534E-n2 PI 1, 31 13.4580
ROW 0.40027'57E-~2 PI 2, 31 6.2~75
hOW -0.4576735E-03 TOTn I' OR THIS CYCLE 19.665"
rOW 10 ·0.3] 7] 1~1E-03
PI 1. 01 ]3.0371
I<OW 11 0·3]50~~3F-~3
PI ;:>. 41 6.6380
rOW 12 0·47656781'-03
TCTAL FOR THIS CYCLE 19.6751
UNIT HOMEns
PI 1. S J ]2.8293
FOW 0.81785911' ~ ]
PI 2. SI 6.850~
FOW -0.2f42825E 01
TOTAL rOR THIs CYCLE 19.~79·
1o0w 0.2f4282 4F n1
1o0W O. 29217~8E n2 PI 1. 6 J ]2.7266
1o0W 5 -0·2921788E 02 PI 2, 61 6.9556
hOW 0.30539301' n2 TOTAL FOR THIs CYCLE 19.682?
hOW -0·3n53930E n2
P [ 1, 7 J 12.6759
1o0W -o.476B372E-n6
UNIT MCMENT AT ~ SET TO leRO PI 2. 71 7.0~75
1o0W O. TOTAL FOR THIS CYCLE 19.683'
ROW 10 0.9464278E nl
PI 1. Al ]2.6508
UNIT AXIAL LOADS
PI 2. 81 7..0331
MeMBEq -r.250480QE 02
TOTAL FOR THIS CYCLE 19.683 0
~FM8ER 2 -r.6309566E 00
r.EMBEq
-0.6309533E 00
GONVERSION 08TAINFD Fe, HINr.E
MEMBER -C.63097S6E 00
HEMBER 5 -r .24P.71 ~H 02
I
00
......
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
PT. T[JT.MO~.
3~.52t
-1;'2.,lOU
12:;.300
6 44U .163
-44n.16~
-191.200
191.200
10 190.834
N
\0
-...J
~ MP p/Py NAX. LOAD PY I-'
19~.472 402.000 -489.014 "25.840 U.592
1>3.472 402.000 -489. U14 025.84U lJ.?9i::
1071.000 1071.000 -25.46Q 1"03.360 11.017
lUi1.00U lU71.UOO .-2~.469 1503.360 U. U1/
10/1.00U 1071.000 -2~.469 1503.36U u. U17
10/1.000 1071.000 -25.469 1503.360 u. UlI
1071.000 1071.000 -25.46Q 1"03.~60 0.017
1071.000 1071.000 -25.46Q 1"03.360 0.017
19n .834 402.000 -493.607 "25.840 U.598
1>n.834 402.000 -493.607 ";>5.840 U.598
I uTAL DoFlECTIONS AT TMIS STAGE.
PT. DEFLECTION
-0.10~5854E·01
-O.5767935E-Ol
·0.5636279E-Ol
4
-0.1075865E-Ol
o .4088741E-Ol
O.407349~E-Ol
O.4042 9Q QE-Ol
8 O. -02775,E- 01
9 -O.6674977E-02
10 -n.481148PE-02
11 O.48~5552E-02
12 O.61e2395E-02
I
00
00
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N
\0
-...J
N
t-'
UNIT ilEFLECTICNS PLASTIC HINGE NO. 'OI;MEr AT PT.
~OW -0.5430028E-03 PI 3. tl 5.6614
~OW -0.3941991E-02 TOTAL FOR THIS OCLE 5.661·
ROW 3 -0.39150?8E-n2
PI 1. n 9.8896
ROW -0·54505~OE-03
PI 2. 2 J 6.4334
~OW 5 O.5448868E-n2
PI 3. 21 7.3802
~OW 6 0·5448868E-n2
TOTAL FOR THIS CYCLE 23.70~?
ROW 0.54 48B68E-n2
ROW 0.5 4 48B67E-n2 PI 1. 3 J 9.3446
~OW 9 -0·5150484E-n3 PI 2. 31 5.9513
ROW 10 -O·3369616E-n3 PI 3. 31 8.0136
~OW 11 0·33806ABE-n3 TOTAL FOR THIS CYCLE 23.309<
ROW 12 0·5049607E-n3
PI 1. 41 9.2698
UNIT MOMEnS PI 2. 41 5.6447
ROW o .1358903E 02 PI 3. 41 8.2951
~OW o .1411018E 01 TOTAL FOR THIS CYCLE 23'.209<
ROW -0.1411019E 01
ROW o .3225827E 02 PI 1. 9 J 9.3271
~OW 5 -0.3225827E 02 PI 2. 91 5.2433
ROW 0.3155276E 02 ,PI 3'. 9 J 8.5941
ROW
-0·3155276E n2 TOTAL F"OR THIS CYCLE 23.164"
ROW 8 -0.476A372E-n6
UNIT MrMENT AT 8 SET TO ZERO PI 1.101 9.3299
ROW O. PI 2.101 5.2322
POW 10 O. PI 3.101 8.6019
I'NIT AXIAl LO~DS TOTAL FOR THIS CYCLE 23.164 0
MEMBER -0. ?491297E 02
~,EMRER n.3814697E-05 CONVERSION OBTAINED FCR HINr,E
MEMBER n.5245209E-05
MEMBER -0.4673004E-04
~'EMBER 5 -0.2500703E 02
00
\0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IV
\0
......
PT. TUT, MOM.
IV
MFC MP AX. LOAD py p/py .....
14:~.46? j4.L46? 4~?POO -576.079 q~r;.R40 U.698
-78.178 143.462 402.0~0 -576.079 825.840 U.69tl
78.11tl lUil.UOU 1071.000 -18.812 1503.360 U• U1.1
028.831 10/1.00U 1071.UOO -18.812 1503.360 u.Olj
5 -62F.831 1071.000 1071.000 -18.812 1503.360 U,013
6 597.415 107j .000 1071.000 -18.812 1·03.360 U.013
-597.415 1071.000 1071.000 -18.812 1·03.360 U,013
-141. U08 10/1.0UO 1071.000 -18.812 1503.360 U.Ulj
141.U08 141.056 402.000 -58U.267 825.840 0.70.3
1U 141.168 141.056 402.0UO -580.267 825.840 u./O.5
TOTAL D~FLECTIONS AT TH I S STAGE.
PT, DEFLECTION
-0.1255620E-Ol
-0.7661273E-U1
-0.7541214E-Oj
-0.1264750E-Oj
5 O.77?0692E-Ol
0.7709430E-01
".76B6907E-Oj
O.7675645E-Oj
-O.9373891E-02
10 -O.64613?4E-0?
11 n.6510625E-02
12 O.tl9:>4699E-02
I
\0
o
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I-T. TOT. MOM. "FC MI' AX • LUAD py ,/py
llP .11:t 10" . 11 3 40?000 -64".066 025.840 0.iR5
j (l -;; • 11~( 10'.1P 40?000 -64'.006 "?5.R40 L'.7R5
-lO;';.11~ 1071 ." r () 1071.000 -12.61.1 1~(l3.360 li . nDe.
c / i. • ~2-/ 1U / 1.uOU lOi1.000 -l<.b11 b03.~lbO 1I • U01:)
-0 I J. • '2.2/ 10 / 1.000 1U/1.000 -li.bl'2. 1<;0'.3bU lJ • uUd
1'I:i.'::tOl 10/l.0UO 1Uil.000 -l~.bl~ 1503.'bO u • U 0 d
-, I.e: • \:Ii 01 lU/1.vUO 10/1.UOO -11..b1~ 1503.>0" U • J U/j
-94.53 c
.10 71.000 1071·000 -12.612 1"03.:360 U.008
';4.'39 ,4.56':: 402.000 -661.1/0 825.840 o . dOl
i.(i <,4.63' 94.582 40?000 -661.176 "2<;.840 o . 001
10TAL Dt, Lee T IONS A1 TM 1S STAG E.
1-1. UEFL~CT!ON
-0.14l252"-E-01
-n.99 4 021OE-01
-0.14 4 1100E-01
0.n~0287E-00
o .<27B.777E-Oo
O.<2/8022E-Oo
10 -n.861911PE-02
11 n.877342fe-02
12 0.12~6149E-Ol
FOW -O.5440279E-n~
FOW -0·3P44"48E-n?
FOW -O.3P445017E-~~
FOW -f).5 A40279f:-03
FOW O·1~6'j3331' n 4
hOW o .lU5333E n4
hOW o ol~65'~3E 04
.OW ~ 0·1~65'~31' n4
ROW Q ·0 .49507POI'-~3
FOW 10 -0 .3~005J.9E·O~
POW 11 0.3300'>J.9E-03
.OW 12 0·4'507AOE-03
DEFLE~TION TOO LARGE
n. ROTATION
-0.137673fE-Ol
-0.90Q4947E-1.l
3 -n.181898QE-11
O.3637979E-11
O.
n.14"<;192E-10
O.3637979E-10
n.9640644E-10
-n.262169?E-Ol
]0 -n.13R5121E-Ol
EXIT CALL~C.
I
\0
N
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
297.21
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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